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Income-based public housing projects have typically resulted in concentrations of 

poverty which have left the most disadvantaged populations anchored to their homes with 

little to no upward mobility.  In response, housing policies have shifted toward Mixed-

Income designs that work to integrate populations of different social and financial class 

in effort to help those in the lowest socioeconomic status move up and out of 

poverty.  One such housing project named Salishan lies south of Seattle, Washington in 

the city of Tacoma.  This research employs GIS, participatory mapping, and other 

qualitative research methods to examine how Salishan residents are experiencing the 

services and programs that are targeted toward them.  The data yielded in this study 

contradict those theorized benefits of greater social interaction and access to resources via 

Mixed-Income housing.  The purpose of this research is to demonstrate the value of 

participatory methods for getting new kinds of data and informing policy.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the field of housing design and policy public housing projects have worked to 

provide affordable housing to low-income populations through a variety of programs.  

While the goals of housing policy have shifted over the 20th century, some developments 

were deemed successful when first constructed and occupied, but because public housing 

was initially restricted to low-income areas most projects led to so-called “failures” that 

perpetuated income segregation and isolation of the poor, for example the famous 

projects of Cabrini-Green in Chicago, and Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, Missouri.  In response, 

housing policy has shifted toward income integration in housing project developments, 

namely through mixed-income housing projects.  Mixed-income housing projects work to 

increase one’s opportunity to gain upward mobility by means of enhanced access to 

resources and access to members of other socioeconomic statuses.  The number of 

income-integrated housing projects began increasing in the 1990s, particularly when the 

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) implemented the 

HOPE VI program in 1992.  HOPE VI (Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere) 

was designed to combat concentrated poverty, renew, and redevelop failing housing 

projects (Kleit 2005). 

One such development exists in the City of Tacoma, Washington and is part of 

the HOPE VI program.  This thesis assesses how the espoused benefits of mixed-income 
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housing projects are experienced by residents and program recipients of project Salishan.  

Data on resident experiences were obtained through a mixed-method approach of 

qualitative and quantitative techniques.  I conducted participant observation in Salishan 

over the course of six weeks, along with participatory mapping, interviews, and a 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis.  While the GIS provides physical 

evidence of the proximity of resources, the qualitative data yielded in this study work to 

explain how residents continue to experience barriers in accessing these resources. 

Mixed-income housing, and Salishan specifically, are praised (McClure 2008; 

Smets and Salman 2008; Schwartz 2010) because the housing developments are designed 

to help low socioeconomic status (SES) individuals move up and out of poverty, yet 

virtually no research has found that this has indeed happened (see Brophy and Smith 

1997; Rosenbaum, Stroh, and Flynn 1998; Levitt and Venkatesh 2001; Joseph 2008; 

Fraser and Nelson 2008; Popkin, Levy, and Burton. 2009; Joseph and Chaskin 2010b).  

This study works to discover how Salishan residents experience potential gains in upward 

mobility through connection to opportunity, resources, and social capital.  Through a 

Mental Map Interview this study yields data that reveal to what extent people know and 

interact with access to resources and social capital in their neighborhood. 

This thesis calls into question the espoused benefits of mixed-income housing by 

collecting and interpreting data on Salishan residents’ experiences accessing resources 

and a wider social network suggest otherwise.  Almost no research has validated these 

claims of mixed-income design and this study works to determine whether mixed-income 

housing is beneficial only when certain design features are in place (e.g., good 

transportation, employment assistance, counseling, workshops, community events).  The 

data obtained from residents who participated in this research study indicate several 
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points in the design of Salishan as a development that are not as beneficial to them as the 

design intended.  Therefore, a second argument of this thesis is methodological in nature 

and posits that qualitative research methods can capture that experience and help to 

evaluate housing policy design.  Contemporary research in social work and housing 

policy argues for more in-depth, compassionate casework by policy and administrative 

officials to help low-income individuals successfully get out of poverty (Levy and Kaye 

2004; Popkin, Levy, and Burton. 2009; Theodos et al. 2012).  Qualitative research 

methods can be employed to evaluate policy by way of in-depth, case-by-case research.  

This type of research finds nuanced experiences that cannot be obtained using other 

methods and can help policy-makers evaluate past housing projects and better understand 

the results for future development designs. 

One hypothesis of this research is that mixed-income housing does not guarantee 

social interaction between classes; in order for such interaction to take place it must be 

facilitated through additional program features that must be designed to encourage social 

interaction between mixed-income groups.  Another hypothesis of this research is that 

mental maps with follow-up interviews reveal how residents perceive and experience 

access to new resources.  The qualitative methods employed in this study reveal how 

shifts in upward mobility are experienced by residents who are moved into integrated 

housing, and how new access to resources is perceived, understood, and experienced.  

The goal of this research is to demonstrate that the participatory methods utilized here are 

of high value because they obtain data that are currently not understood or used by local 

Tacoma Housing Authority (THA) policy-makers.  It is hoped that the findings of this 

research will find new directions for further broader-scale studies for housing policies, as 

well as utilized by the Tacoma Housing Authority to understand how specific aspects of 
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the housing project are working.  In the results section of this thesis, participants describe 

their experience with specific components of the Salishan development, which is useful 

information to the housing authority.  This research exemplifies the strength and ability 

of qualitative research methods to capture individual perceptions and experiences in rich 

detail.  It is also hoped that this research will contribute to research and literature on 

community participation in holistic approaches to policy formation. 

After a discussion of the research site, this thesis reviews the scholarly framework 

on poverty, the causes of poverty and various policy interventions to address poverty, 

housing policy, and participatory methods.  The next chapter explains the methodology of 

this project, followed by a presentation of the results and discussion on main themes 

found through the Mental Map Interview.  The final chapter closes with concluding 

remarks, followed by works cited and appendices.  The questions asked in this project 

look beyond just providing housing to those in poverty and assess multiple ways in which 

one can move up and out of poverty. 

Study Site 

The site of this research is Salishan, a mixed-income housing development 

located in Tacoma, Washington about thirty miles south of Seattle.  The development is a 

former site of housing built under the Public Housing Administration and THA during 

World War II for military workers, service members, and their families.  It is important to 

note that Salishan has strived to be racially integrated since it was first built in the 1940s, 

and has continued that practice through the 20th century to present day.  The supply of 

affordable housing remained insufficient throughout the development’s existence, and 

problems with sewage, maintenance, and housing quality persisted, leading to the 

neighborhood becoming notorious for poverty.  In the 1950s Salishan was then 
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redeveloped by THA into purely low-income housing (History Link 2003).  The 

neighborhood continued to be known for high rates of poverty and gang crime in the 

1980s and 1990s.  Salishan was then targeted for redevelopment by HUD in the mid-

1990s and was rebuilt and re-opened in 2006 to become a recognized award-winning 

project for sustainable design, strong neighborhood community-building features, and 

fair housing accessibility to women, people of color, and low-income individuals (THA 

2013). 

The development currently has a goal of 1350 – 1500 units with up to 350 single-

family market rate homes for sale, and over 900 low-income rental apartments for 

homeless families, seniors, and low-income families (THA 2013).  Rental apartments are 

available in the form of townhouse-style units (multifamily housing), or apartments (with 

or without assisted living).  The median household income of all residents in Salishan is 

around $14,000 per year (U.S. Census Bureau 2015).  Ethnic and racial makeup is 

roughly one third white, one third black, and one third Hispanic, Native American, 

Ukranian, Asian, and Pacific Islander.  Nearly one fourth of the population is under the 

age of 18, and the average family size is 3.72. 

This site was selected after I conducted a GIS analysis to study the geography of 

SES in Tacoma, Washington.  Using 2010 census data (census.gov) I collected data on 

eight variables selected as factors of socioeconomic status and indexed each block group 

of Tacoma.  The eight pieces of data that were collected are:  poverty rate, unemployment 

rate, race, education (high school diploma attainment), linguistic isolation (non-English 

speaking households), single female head-of-households, and plumbing and kitchen 

facilities.  The results of this analysis found two areas of Tacoma with the lowest SES, 
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one of which was part of the Eastside neighborhood that contains the housing project 

Salishan, and the other being Hilltop neighborhood (center of the map). 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.  Geographic map of socioeconomic status in Tacoma block groups. 

 

 

Many assumptions of this research, the design, and the results, come from a pilot 

study I conducted in Salishan in 2011 at the University of Washington.  As part of this 

pilot study, over forty residents drew maps of Salishan showing the locations of their 

houses, and the names of neighbors with whom residents interacted.  From this pilot 

study concerns arose regarding the true level of successful social capital building, 
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resource access, and utility of aspects of the project design.  These concerns are studied 

more in-depth in this thesis through analysis of interviews, hand-drawn maps, participant 

observation, and GIS data.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This research draws upon geographic and sociological literatures on poverty, 

upward mobility, housing policy, and qualitative research methods.  These subjects are 

examined through discussion of the case of Salishan, a mixed-income housing project 

located in Tacoma, Washington.  In order to understand the design of contemporary 

housing programs, one must recognize that there is a link between the politics of poverty 

in America (that is, how it is framed) and how housing policies are designed within such 

frameworks.  Over the last half-century politicians and scholars have debated over 

poverty and how to deal with it.  Of most importance to this thesis is the central debate 

between those arguing that structural problems are the cause of poverty (Squires and 

Kubrin 2005; Lamont and Small 2008; Evans and Schamberg 2009), and those arguing 

that cultural factors are the cause (see Katz 2013).  Salishan is a newer housing 

development built in the 1990s that was designed in response to the arguments that 

cultural factors are the cause of poverty, and works to combat concentrated poverty and 

segregation of the urban poor.  The neighborhood works to achieve better results by 

integrating residents of diverse racial, economic, and social status (History Link 2003).  

This design is a response to cultural arguments for the cause of poverty by showing that 

once residents have access to helpful resources they are willing, able, and eager to use 

those resources to make gains in their poverty status. 
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This thesis looks at the history of housing programs and anti-poverty housing 

policies since the 1930s, then examines how Salishan was designed in response to 

research on concentrated poverty and isolation of the urban poor.  The politics of both 

poverty and housing programs help explain the geography of where poverty is located 

and why affordable housing is needed by certain populations in similar settings across the 

country.  Economic segregation and racial segregation as a result of discriminatory 

practices are intertwined with these bodies of research.  Salishan, as a contemporary 

housing project, represents an evolution of housing policy and response to the failures 

and successes of older housing project design(s). 

Poverty and Housing Policy 

Poverty in American is a social problem that has persisted in the United States 

over the last half-century despite a variety of social programs.  The percentage of poor 

families from 1960 to 2014 has decreased significantly over time from over 18% to now 

just over 11%, aligning with both changes in social welfare policies and the economy 

(U.S. Census Bureau 2015).  As of 2014 roughly 45 million families and individuals, 

about 11.6% of the American population, lived below the poverty threshold (U.S. Census 

Bureau 2015).  Poverty is the subject of so much debate especially because of the 

racialized nature of poverty affecting black populations the most, and particularly 

concentrated urban poverty for blacks across the country.  For the purpose of this thesis, 

poverty is defined as making less than the required income for a “decent standard of 

living” in one’s country (Katz 2013), however the standards of how poverty is measured 

are highly criticized and debatable.  As of 2014 the Federal Poverty Line is defined as 

$11,670 annual income for an individual and $23,850 annual income for a family of four 
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(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2014), but note that even this federal 

standard is highly criticized as well.  Criticisms of the poverty threshold pertain mostly to 

these numbers being shockingly low, and that government assistance ought to intervene 

when one’s income is higher than those standards.  The poverty line is quite low for one 

person who is paying rent, buying food, and requiring transportation and regular medical 

care (doctor checkups, illness, etc.). 

In the early 1900s United States poverty grew in large numbers in rural areas due 

to urbanization processes that drew industry and people to cities (Mumford 1989).  In 

more recent history poverty has occurred more in the inner-city and is linked to 

deindustrialization, suburbanization processes of the late 20th century (Sugrue 2005), and 

disinvestment in declining city neighborhoods (Oliver and Shapiro 1995; Wilson 1997).  

However, in 2015, poverty has now grown into a regional problem that occurs in the 

inner-city, suburbs, and rural areas across the country (Kneebone and Berube 2013).  

Although poverty became concentrated before public housing programs were established, 

the first public housing projects were not well-planned and ended up isolating people 

economically and racially, often doing so in high-rise, high-density buildings (McClure 

2008; Rosenbaum and Zuberi 2010; Sharkey 2013). 

Concentrated Poverty 

Many consequences of poverty are exacerbated by the fact that poor populations 

have become increasingly concentrated in the United States since the mid-20th century 

(Dreier, Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom 2001; McClure 2008).  As discussed above, as 

poverty began touching more metropolitan cities, those members of the population that 

had the means to migrate out did so, leaving behind the poorest populations with the least 
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upward mobility.  This concentration of poverty is most visible in U.S. inner-city areas, 

best exemplified by the famous city of Detroit, Michigan.  Inner-city decay has touched 

nearly every major city in the United States since most had a strong economy in 

manufacturing that dwindled and could not sustain the population after industry left.  

These cities have the common characteristics of few financial or natural resources, poor 

quality housing, poor infrastructure, high unemployment, lack of employment 

opportunities, high vacancy rates, and residents with the lowest median incomes (Wilson 

1987; Dreier, Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom 2001; Adler and Snibbe 2003). 

Outmigration of city-dwellers with mobility continued as more households tried 

to escape the poor conditions of the inner-city, which economically segregated 

individuals with little mobility.  When individuals living in poverty have no peers or 

neighbors around who are upwardly mobile (Wilson 1987), this can leave the poor 

feeling socially isolated from those in other socio-economic classes.  Neighborhoods 

continue to decline as signs of decay appear more in the forms of graffiti and vacant lots, 

and in turn providers of goods and services flee the area.  Vacancies become 

commonplace and about the only establishments that stay are liquor stores (McKinney et 

al. 2012).  These factors signify poor neighborhood quality to residents and outsiders. 

Concentration of poverty is a socially-created vulnerability that is the result of 

poor social policies that did not adequately address the wider social and spatial problem 

of economic inequality in the United States (Cutter 2006).  Earls (2000) highlights the 

mainstream view of Americans, especially of the wealthy class, which is to accept urban 

poverty as a cultural problem of personal motivation and poor life choices, and to 

downplay the magnitude of the problem (e.g., the true number of people living in poverty 
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and the near impossibility of escaping it for most of those people).  This view allows the 

public to avoid recognizing and/or addressing structural inequalities that could explain 

why so many live in poverty, and avoid designing policies that better alleviate poverty.  

The “failures of public housing” are directly linked to the persistent problem of 

concentrated poverty in the United States, as evident by the United States Housing Act of 

1937 which put some of the first public housing projects in areas of specifically low-

income concentration.  Again the developments of Cabrini-Green (Chicago) and Pruitt-

Igoe (Missouri) are housing projects that were located in areas of concentrated poverty, 

and once the projects were built social issues became exacerbated and eventually took 

over the areas.  These poor results of older income-based housing projects are discussed 

later in this chapter. 

A History of Housing Policy 

The Fordist era of standardized mass production lasted from the 1920s into the 

1960s, and over the course of this time industry and residences that were concentrated in 

the late 1800s slowly became decentralized (Alonso in Dreier, Mollenkopf, and 

Swanstrom 2001; Sugrue 2005).  Car ownership also began rising dramatically from the 

1930s through the 1950s due to mass production, affordability, and expansion of roads 

and freeways (Jackson 1985) that allowed people to drive out of the city to new suburban 

developments.  In addition to these geographic shifts in the urban landscape, government 

action began to invest more in the infrastructure that allowed for the suburbs to grow by 

subsidizing homeownership among whites.  Racial discrimination is deeply embedded in 

economic inequality (Wilson 1997; Gilens 2003; Sharkey 2013), which plays out in many 

policy arenas of American culture: employment, education, housing, and poverty, and in 
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turn has allowed for the building of suburbs, rising rates of homeownership, and the 

placement of projects in poor areas.  Racism in politics has been a major influence in 

housing and poverty policy and has shaped the majority of political discussions, which in 

turn shapes the geography of poverty, that is, where the poor live in the United States. 

Since the 1960s urban areas have undergone many changes linked to shifts in the 

economy that led to cities being largely abandoned by residents and businesses, resulting 

in long-term disinvestment of inner cities in the late 20th century.  While inner-city 

decline is viewed by the general public as a problem tied to blacks and Latinos living and 

moving into the city, it is truly caused mainly by deindustrialization processes (Mumford 

1989; Curran 2007).  Racial tensions and discrimination are major components to what 

the public views as “inner-city ghettos.”  William Julius Wilson has declared black 

urban-dwellers a characteristic of poor inner-city ghettos.  His argument is grounded in 

demographic data showing an increase of inner-city poverty and racial segregation from 

the late 1950s through the 1990s (Wilson 1997).  Racism has undeniably been a part of 

America’s past culture based on the country’s history.  However most scholars argue that 

despite abolishment of Jim Crow laws and new legal sanctions for outward racism 

against African Americans, racism still underlies a number of programs and policies at 

the institutional and structural level (Lawrence 2001).  

Jobs and commercial activity relocated outside of the city and people with 

mobility and a decent living-wage followed, creating a spatial gap between people and 

employment (Wang and Minor 2002).  This spatial mismatch of people and jobs, 

particularly low-income people, is a residual effect of years of federal policies that 

supported white suburbanization and created inner-city ghettoes.  One of the first policies 
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that initiated the trend was in the post-Depression years of the 1930s when Roosevelt 

authorized the refinancing of home mortgages through the new Home Owners’ Loan 

Corporation (HOLC).  HOLC created a standardized method of appraising homes that 

were in danger of foreclosure or in default.  The appraisals resulted in each home being 

assigned an A, B, C, or D category with A assigned to homes in the best condition and D 

assigned to homes deemed “dangerous.”  These practices are visible in geographic maps 

produced by HOLC that color-coded neighborhoods based on their A, B, C, D 

assignment, with A neighborhoods marked green and D neighborhoods marked red.  This 

practice became known as “redlining” and was used by banks in underwriting loans for 

refinancing homes.  Homes in redlined areas were denied federal aid for refinancing, or 

were offered loans that were high-risk and high interest rates.  Loans were denied to 

virtually all black and ethnic populations, as well as white homeowners who lived in 

racially-diverse neighborhoods (Oliver and Shapiro 1995).  The assigned category 

directly influenced whether the federal government would support refinancing of a home 

or not, via funds from the Federal Housing Authority (FHA).  Unfortunately, the 

standardized appraisal process was discriminatory in practice (Oliver and Shapiro 1995), 

with homes located near even a few people of color, especially blacks, in a neighborhood 

assigned a “D” because their neighborhood was “infiltrated” by blacks, thus considered 

unsuitable for FHA help.  These HOLC standards went hand in hand with racially 

restrictive covenants, which were clauses placed in housing deeds that worked to 

maintain neighborhood racial population status.   

Government policies that contributed to disinvestment in the city also contributed 

to a lack of subsidization of homeownership for blacks and other people of color.  In the 
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1950s American suburbs were built as an escape from poor, gritty conditions of the inner-

city and new “problems” of minorities “infiltrating” neighborhoods once they had access 

to work and housing (Adams 1984; Oliver and Shapiro 1995; Sugrue 2005).  As the 

suburbs grew in subsequent decades, working class whites could move out of the 

cramped cities riddled with crime and poverty, and into a spacious new home at a fairly 

cheap price, complete with a yard and a homogenous community (Wilson 1994; Dreier, 

Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom 2001).  Federal policies like the Housing Act of 1934 

encouraged suburban development in the 1940s and 1950s as part of President Franklin 

D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.  The New Deal also encouraged decentralization of industry 

out of the city and subsidized the construction of new manufacturing plants in greenbelt 

areas after World War II, which took jobs out of urban areas, for example Detroit, 

Michigan (Sugrue 2005).  In addition, transportation policies such as the Federal 

Highway Act of 1956 encouraged people to settle in new suburbs outside of the city, 

particularly white people who owned cars (Jackson 1985).  Whites also were able to 

maintain racial homogeneity in neighborhoods where they owned homes due to racially 

restrictive covenants that allowed whites to exclude blacks for their neighborhood to 

protect the value of their home(s).  Racially restrictive covenants were common practice 

during the 1940s and 1950s due to debate over the interpretation of the New Deal’s 

promise to protect homeownership:  because white people were able to get home loans 

easier, they had more homes to “protect” (Sugrue 2005).  The combined forces of 

decentralized jobs, increased automobile use, and racialized policies that encouraged 

suburban growth and inner-city poverty resulted in an urban core that became decayed 

and abandoned.   
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Housing discrimination stemmed from a belief that ethnic populations represented 

instability of a neighborhood.  However, it is argued by some that these policies were 

focused more on social and class homogeneity rather than racial discrimination (Kleit 

2005; Hobson-Prater and Leech 2012), although the restrictive covenants are directly 

aimed at race in their writings.  The trouble is that black and racial populations were 

forced into the status of “unstable, unemployed” and of poor SES because of years of 

segregation and barriers to employment and homeownership in America.  The practices 

of HOLC and racially restrictive covenants against [poor] blacks continued for decades. 

The discrimination of HOLC, redlining, and racially restrictive covenants was 

outlawed, but the practices led to disinvestment of inner-cities and created ghettoes.  By 

the end of the 1970s many inner-cities were concentrated with poverty, unemployment, 

low education, crime, lower life expectancy, and minority populations (Wilson 1997; 

Hannigan 1998).  These urban issues were more reason for those with mobility to move 

out of the city and into the suburbs.  Cities in crisis experienced disinvestment in 

infrastructure and services, which was visible in the reductions in federal support, 

deteriorating urban infrastructure, and various government policies that did not properly 

address inner-city problems (Harvey 1989).  

Further explanations for disinvesting in the inner-city were the discriminatory 

practices of the HOLC and homeowner loan underwriting, as well as redlining and 

racially-restrictive covenants, but this was outlawed after the 1968 Fair Housing Act.  

Before the Fair Housing Act (and arguably for some years after the law was enacted) 

those individuals with mobility left poor communities they took their economic tax base 

out of the city (Wilson 1997).  This is exacerbated by a lack of financing, whether private 
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or federal, which forced cities and communities to seek alternative sources of funding 

that were predatory, discriminatory, and ultimately worsened or perpetuated the 

disadvantage of the inner-city (Harvey 1989; Dreier, Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom 2001).  

Meanwhile suburbanization was incentivized by the federal government with jobs 

relocating to the suburbs, better road and highway transportation networks, cheap cars 

and cheap gas (Jackson 1985; Oliver and Shapiro 1995; Sugrue 2005).  Access to 

suburban homeownership was made easy for white populations and became one of the 

biggest generators of personal wealth for Americans (Oliver and Shapiro 1995), yet poor 

and middle-class blacks hit countless obstacles when trying to escape concentrated 

poverty (Jackson 1985). 

Access to affordable housing is a vast problem in the United States that is 

correlated with one’s SES and the negative effects of being a low-income individual.  

The policies discussed above illustrate how the housing market and federal housing 

policies have worked within a system of economic inequality that has been perpetuated 

through housing (Schwartz 2010).  Housing policies have focused on making 

homeownership more accessible to the working and middle classes, especially to white 

populations, but have left poorer minority populations with few options.  Additionally, 

the homes that are available to the poor are usually low-quality, in less-desirable areas, 

and force residents to live beyond their means by taking on housing costs they cannot 

afford or high-risk loans. 

In addition to unequal wages, salaries, and a “housing cost burden” (Schwartz 

2010, 35), policies that relate to housing development also disproportionately benefit 

those with higher incomes.  For example the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) 
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offers tax breaks to developers who build affordable housing for low-income residents.  

LIHTC is a program that gives developers direct money that compensates for some of the 

construction costs for low-income housing, and the requirements to qualify for the tax 

credits shift each year with the area’s median income rates.  The result is investors giving 

more to low-income housing project developments that will bring them returns on this 

investment, and that is easier done through affordable homes for sale instead of rental 

units whose returns are negotiable year after year.  Many LIHTC developments offered 

few affordable rental units, which is more in demand than homeownership for low-

income people.  Thus affordable housing continues to be scarce and developers reap the 

benefits of federal tax incentives.  Additionally, LIHTC does not encourage mixed-

income developments, so those in middle and affluent classes can maintain some 

segregation from low-income populations.  

LIHTC and other public housing programs are criticized for perpetuating 

stereotypes and segregation of the poor and there is little to no incentive for mixed-

income housing developments.  In the field of public housing a certain population among 

those in low-income are considered “hard to house” (Gurstein and Small 2005; Popkin, 

Levy, and Burton 2005) which signifies the ability of housing programs to only help low-

income individuals in a certain status.  Housing vouchers, also known as Section 8 

vouchers, are another HUD program that allows low-income people to rent market-rate 

units of decent quality and pay partial rent that is equal to 30% of their income, while 

HUD pays for the rest of rent.  Voucher programs, however, have also been found to 

perpetuate discrimination against the poor and people of color, and to produce a false 

sense of free choice in housing that can work to the advantage of owners (Haveman 
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2013; Skobba and Goetz 2013).  The number of properties that actually accept renters 

with Section 8 vouchers is quite limited and research has found many properties are 

poorly maintained over time (Schwartz 2010).  Property managers have been cited for 

substandard maintenance on units for Section 8 renters, yet they still collect subsidies 

from HUD for renting out the unit, and renters do not move due to a lack of options or 

perceived inability to find another unit.  Again these situations illustrate how those in 

lower-middle incomes and the poor are left with choices of living somewhere they cannot 

afford, living in substandard housing, or living in a constant state of unstable income 

and/or housing costs due to maintenance, repairs, or short-term housing programs.  

Inequality is reproduced via short-term housing programs and disproportionate benefits to 

developers, property owners, and those in higher financial standing. 

The shortage of affordable homes is not unrecognized by American policy-makers 

but financing the development of affordable housing requires funding and investment, 

options that are difficult to come by.  While wages and income have decreased for low- 

and middle-income people, predatory lending (high-risk loans given to low- and middle-

income borrowers who did not qualify for more secure or stable loans), including racism 

in loan underwriting left those with little income or upward mobility in the most 

vulnerable position (Innergluck 2009; HUD 2009). 

While there are several debates about the reasons for inner-city decline that still 

continue today, there is no doubt that outmigration and suburbanization are forces that 

contributed to decline.  One can look at the income levels in a city and see that the 

median income rises the further one moves from the city center (Dreier, Mollenkopf, and 

Swanstrom 2001).  With disinvestment in the city and/or investment only happening 
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outside of the city, individuals in low SES areas continue to become more concentrated in 

an area due to unemployment and inability to access jobs that are outside of their 

neighborhood (Wilson 1987).  Suburban sprawl has created distressed neighborhoods that 

drive low-income communities into further decline with little resources (Steuteville 

2004).  Stereotypes of low-income, working-class, and people of color do not explain the 

lack of sufficient housing.  Although federal policy has attempted to increase 

homeownership and restructure housing development and financing, large issues remain, 

especially regarding economic inequality among low-income classes. 

Debates over the causes of poverty.  The literature and discourse that explain why 

poverty occurs is extensive.  Explanations range from politics to economy, culture, and 

more.  There was a major debate in academic literature through the 20th century 

explaining the causes of poverty by either cultural or structural explanations, but most 

academics today point to structure as a cause of poverty and look at culture as a result of 

poverty.  Cultural explanations lie in the “culture of poverty” theory, and debates of the 

“deserving and undeserving poor.”  Cultural explanations perpetuate stereotypes of low-

income people, especially those of color, by saying that poor spending habits, 

employment history, crime, drug and alcohol use, and uncontrollable sexual urges result 

in single-parent homes, and poor socio-economic status (Katz 2013).  These cultural 

stereotypes are also embraced by the media and mainstream society, with little support in 

academic research.  The culture of poverty says that most people are in a poor position 

due to their own poor choices and actions, therefore they are “the undeserving poor.” 

The culture of poverty theory was embraced by scholars and the public for 

decades, but then in 1960s and 1970s came under heavy criticism.  Many studies work to 
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logically explain the behavior of the poor as a result of chronic exposure to poverty and 

structural inequities over time (Lamont and Small 2008).  Research since has discarded 

the culture of poverty and said that disadvantaged populations often do feel a lack of 

motivation that is an effect of living in economic isolation and poor living conditions 

(Leacock 1971; Wilson 1987; Sugrue 2005; Squires and Kubrin 2005).  Opponents of 

cultural explanations of poverty work to explain how the poor are truly disadvantaged by 

unequal access to housing, employment, education and more, which can occur due to 

housing segregation.  Some explain unwise habits as the result of chronic financial strain 

and little access to resources (Evans and Schamberg 2009; Shah, Mullainathan, and 

Shafir 2012), which can again be exacerbated by lack of access to affordable housing 

and/or isolation of poor in neighborhoods with negative identities. 

Deconcentrating Poverty Through Housing Policy 

Typical income-based housing policies have resulted in a concentration of poverty 

that has intensified over time (Brophy and Smith 1997; Joseph and Chaskin 2010b).  In 

response to these poor results, housing policy has shifted focus toward income integration 

in various ways.  Nationally, many places have worked to address issues of social and 

economic segregation through housing policies and urban governance (Smets and Salman 

2008) 

Many argue that the negative consequences of poverty are actually attributable to 

a lack of access to affordable housing.  Lack of access to affordable housing can lead to 

negative effects in educational attainment and achievement, social disorder, mental 

distress, violence, and behavioral effects (Schwartz 2010; Massey 2013; Haveman 2013).  

Employment is not the root problem of concentrated poverty; a shortage of affordable 
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homes is, as well as increasing rate of housing costs.  Additionally, families and 

individuals in poverty have little choice in the decisions they can make regarding where 

they live, thus they cannot always live in an affordable location or a home that comes 

with a high quality of life and access to resources (Skobba and Goetz 2013).  Housing 

policies have been unsuccessful at economically integrating people in order to increase 

access to a better quality of life for those who are low-income, and thus to break the cycle 

of poverty (McClure 2008; Schwartz 2010).  The negative image of a poor neighborhood 

and they type of residents living there can have psycho-social effects on residents.  The 

stigma that surrounds people living in social housing or on social welfare is the easiest 

identity for an inhabitant to identify with, which can leave one feeling inferior, and 

hopeless (Wilson 1994; Adler and Snibbe 2003; Cutter 2006).  If one does not assimilate 

with this identity (i.e., fall into the personality type of people in their neighborhood) s/he 

may experience isolation and further depression (Weich and Lewis 1998) by not 

interacting with their neighbors and conveying an attitude of inferiority (Latkin and Curry 

2003), which also can further diminish any sense of community among other low-income 

neighbors. 

Relocation strategies.  Deconcentrating poverty and increasing access to upward 

mobility have also been studied through programs that relocate those living in low-

income concentrated neighborhoods in the United States.  Moving to Opportunity (MTO) 

and Gautreaux are two frequently-cited experimental programs that address the issue of 

concentrated housing policy (Rosenbaum and Zuberi 2010).  MTO was a HUD program 

that focused on deconcentrating poverty through class desegregation.  MTO relocated 

families in public housing by providing vouchers and access to either low-poverty 
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neighborhoods or to any location of their choosing.  Housing counseling was also 

available to those who relocated to low-poverty areas.  The goal of MTO was to spatially-

distribute poor populations across more economically diverse neighborhoods.  MTO’s 

design tried to disperse poor housing recipients into areas of low-poverty and steer them 

away from low-income areas.  The results of MTO found that relocated residents had 

access to neighborhoods with less crime and better quality of homes, but overall there 

were no major gains to residents’ employment, income, or education status (Duncan and 

Zuberi 2006).  However debate still continues over the results of MTO (see Sharkey 

2013). 

Gautreaux was another relocation program that tackled concentrated poverty, but 

the process of placing residents focused more on racial desegregation.  Low-income 

residents were moved to areas with very low minority populations (less than 30%), in 

either urban or suburban neighborhoods.  While MTO provided vouchers to residents in 

poor public housing projects, Gautreaux gave vouchers specifically to black families on 

welfare and living in housing projects.  Gautreaux provided access to privately-owned 

market rate apartment units that were paid for by vouchers.  The results of Gautreaux 

found that families relocated to other urban areas were still on welfare, and those families 

relocated to the suburbs usually got off welfare and had better access to employment, 

income, and education (Duncan and Zuberi 2006). The outcomes of these studies are 

mixed and often critiqued, however these two programs are historical cases in addressing 

the failures of public housing and issues of segregated housing.  The lackluster success of 

relocation strategies has contributed to newer housing project designs that focus on 

integrating people of diverse race and socio-economic backgrounds.  The failures and 
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successes of aspects of MTO and Gautreaux have been elaborated upon in newer housing 

policies such as income integration, also known as mixed-income housing. 

Mixed-income housing.  Mixed-income housing is one program design that has 

entered policy discussions and discourse.  In the realm of housing policy, mixed-income 

housing developments have become popular since the early 1990’s due to revitalization 

of failing housing projects as part of the HOPE VI program.  The HOPE VI program was 

developed under HUD’s Urban Development Reform Act of 1989 that worked to address 

severely distressed housing (Wexler 2001).  Mixed-income housing claimed benefits of 

economic and social integration that provide access to resources that facilitate upward 

mobility for low-income residents.  In response to the poor results of typical housing 

programs discussed earlier, housing policy has shifted focus to income integration 

through housing programs.  Mixed-income housing programs work to integrate housing 

units that are affordable for multiple income levels within the same development site, 

which can be a neighborhood, a building, a zone, or a zip code (Schwartz 2010). 

Mixed-income housing projects are designed with the goal of having units that are 

affordable and made available to multiple income levels within the same development 

site, which can be a building or a neighborhood (Schwartz 2010).  Mixed-income housing 

works to enhance mobility for low-income populations by facilitating access to resources, 

including building a social network with residents of different socio-economic status, but 

this has yet to be proven (Schwartz, 2010).  Such programs also claim to de-concentrate 

poverty (Joseph 2008) and increase mobility for low-income individuals through 

enhanced social interaction, economic diversity, and access to resources (Schwartz & 

Tajbakhsh 1997).  Although these claims are widely accepted there have been few studies 
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that attempt to validate them, as Schwartz has pointed out (2010).  While income-

integrated housing is rising in the United States, there are still very few such 

developments in the US (Joseph and Chaskin 2010a).  The research presented in this 

thesis works to evaluate the mixed-income project design in Salishan. 

Qualitative Methods Used in Poverty and Housing Research 

Understanding one’s emotional attachment to their home requires a knowledge of 

what the term “home” means to an individual, and what that individual experiences in 

their home as an emotive space and physical place (Tester et al. 2011).  Empirical studies 

about the discourse of “home” and housing satisfaction have found a number of factors 

that contribute to home satisfaction and go beyond simple unit maintenance or 

appearance.  Access to people and resources add value to a home as they provide links to 

employment, services, and entertainment (Gruber and Shelton 1987; Henry et al. 2014), 

but most housing projects have not successfully facilitated this (Schwartz 2010).  Gruber 

and Shelton (1987) also find that neighborhoods with residents who are pleasant and 

friendly facilitate the building of social networks and a sense of community (see also 

Hillman 1975). 

Not surprisingly, a coherent and shared sense of community is needed for one to 

feel content with his or her home, however, that sense of community is based on one’s 

perception and judgment of who they are and of their neighborhood identity.  Both 

aesthetics and social characteristics are major components of the perceived community 

identity, meaning that residents want to look around at their neighborhood and see that 

their neighbors are “people like me” (Gruber and Shelton 1987, 306).  Research has 

found that successful social cohesion in a neighborhood relies heavily on homogeneity of 
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SES (Kleit 2005), which is a combination of racial composition, social class, and 

economic class (Hobson-Prater and Leech 2012).  This is a crucial factor in building a 

community social network.  Placing residents in a mixed-income housing development 

may have the intention of integrating different classes, but residents must be accepting of 

different people living around them and hold a generally positive perception of their 

neighborhood.  Without this, social networks cannot be built.  Other studies measuring 

home satisfaction have been conducted through mixed method approaches of qualitative 

and quantitative design.  Thus far, the research methods used in evaluating housing 

policy have mainly been interviews and surveys paired with statistics (Brophy and Smith 

1997; Levitt and Venkatesh 2001; Joseph 2008; Joseph and Chaskin 2010).  Even the 

most in-depth research on mixed-housing outcomes relies on surveys and interviews to 

collect data (Rosenbaum, Stroh, and Flynn 1998).  There have been no studies on mixed-

income housing experience documented through mental maps.  However, there are many 

studies of mental maps that work to identify resident perceptions and knowledge of many 

important neighborhood issues.  Surveys, questionnaires, interviews, and participatory 

mapping methods are the most common methods used to assess community issues. 

Very few studies have evaluated the results of mixed-income housing, partially 

because the design is too new to evaluate long-term effects over time.  However, looking 

at the results of relocation housing programs can provide some context for the potential 

results of mixed-income housing programs.  Greenbaum et al. (2008) evaluated the 

results of public housing residents in Tampa, Florida who were relocated to two different 

suburban mixed-income neighborhoods.  The residents had to relocate because their 

former public housing was demolished, and were given Section 8 vouchers to find new 
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homes in one of the two designated mixed-income suburban neighborhoods.  Greenbaum 

et al. found that those in poverty did not experience an enhanced social network from 

their move to an economically integrated neighborhood (2008).  In fact, the relocated 

residents were found to have reduced their social networks altogether because they lost 

their previous network and experienced income and class discrimination in their new 

location from groups with whom they were supposed to be mixing.  Greenbaum et al. 

linked this discrimination more to SES rather than racial discrimination: most long-term 

residents interviewed in the study expressed anger and frustration that their neighborhood 

quality of life was diminished due to public housing recipients moving in (2008). 

Tester et al. measured sense of community and attachment to neighborhood for 

Atlanta public housing residents who were relocated through HOPE VI (2011).  Using 

vouchers, residents relocated to other inner-city areas of concentrated poverty that were 

often very close to their former home that was demolished.  Tester et al. observed the 

residents’ attachment to their neighborhood through qualitative methods (2011).  Place 

attachment is defined as the “bond between people and place; people’s interactions with 

their environment and the people in it” (Tester et al. 2011, 438), and added this 

qualitative data to housing tenure in that place.  What was found was a loss of attachment 

to place because residents were “dislocated” more than simply “relocated,” as well as 

increased social disorder (both present and perceived), a loss of social capital and social 

networks, and overall loss of mobility (Tester et al. 2011). 

Mixed-income housing projects have been studied by a handful of scholars 

through mixed methods.  Thus far, the research methods used in evaluating housing 

policy have mainly been interviews and surveys paired with demographic data from the 
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census (Brophy and Smith 1997; Levitt and Venkatesh 2001; Joseph 2008; Joseph and 

Chaskin 2010b).  While even the most in-depth research on mixed-income housing 

outcomes relies on surveys and interviews to collect data (Rosenbaum, Stroh, and Flynn 

1998), virtually no housing project evaluations have turned to participatory mapping 

methods to collect resident data.  Rosenbaum, Stroh, and Flynn are endorsed in this thesis 

for their combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods (1998), but still 

their data cannot quite get at specific resident experiences.  Surveys and interviews can 

be too directive or narrow in what types of responses a participant can give.  These 

methods can lead to development of useful strategies for collecting data and evaluating 

programs, but still important data are missed in regard to individual circumstances, 

including how residents perceive their quality of life. Methods that provide this sort of 

data can help inform and evaluate current and future housing policies.  This thesis 

evaluates Salishan residents’ access to resources and social connections with 

homeowners of different SES.  The data collected in this study reveals the relationships 

housing recipients have with their neighbors and THA.  Participants’ experiences 

discussed in this thesis bring a deeper understanding of the issues present in a mixed-

income housing project. 

Interviews 

Interviewing is an in-depth method practiced to collect data and to shed light on 

other data collected from participants.  An interview is a structured, semi-structured, or 

unstructured process that is a “relatively informal” conversation with a purpose (Mason 

2002, 62; Dunn 2010).  Interviews are conducted to gain insight into a person’s 

experiences; that is, to understand what those experiences mean in the context of who 
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that person is.  Interviews are the best method for drawing out controversial topics, 

explaining processes, and the construction, negotiation, and reconstruction of identities 

(Dunn 2010). 

Interviews are a valuable qualitative research method because they practice inter-

subjectivity and reflexivity.  Conducting an interview entails movement between the 

points of view and biases of the interviewer and the interviewee.  The process gives 

subjects an opportunity to express themselves and the data is presented in a way that 

reflects their personal experience and the position of the researcher.  Presenting 

qualitative data requires intersubjectivity as a researcher and explicit acknowledgment by 

the researcher of his/her position in terms of SES, relationship to the subject, and any 

potential power as a researcher.  In this research project interviews are used because it 

was the method most available for conducting research that Salishan residents were 

comfortable with and open to.  The method is employed frequently in everyday culture 

(i.e., the news, talk shows, biographies, job hiring processes), and may be the easiest 

method to communicate research goals to potential subjects.  The data collected through 

interviews are rich but require intensive interpretation. 

Field Observation 

Participant Observation is a method originating in cultural anthropology and is a 

mix of field observation and interviewing techniques.  One of the most intensive parts of 

ethnography and field observation is interpreting the data.  In order to interpret the data 

and discover how a social space is structured, one must examine his or her own 

assumptions, culture, and interactions (Mason 2002).  A research study must include 

“thick description” in its results in order to communicate not just findings, but the context 
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of the setting (Geertz 1973).  This validates the data presented for a specific situation, and 

gives strength to qualitative research’s assertion that there is no single “unified truth” to 

any phenomena. 

Doing ethnography and field observation can come with moral and ethical 

difficulties for the researcher, especially when situations arise where a researcher might 

want to intervene in the subject’s life which can vastly alter the authenticity of what is 

observed and what data are obtained (Briggs 2011).  A researcher must ask themselves if 

the aim of his or her work is to help the subject in immediate, direct ways, or to gather 

evidence and present a case to the public to help institute change at a higher level (i.e., 

change public perception and, in turn, public policies that “deal with” these people).  An 

ethnography done in this research would be done with the intention of giving low-income 

community residents a chance to share their experiences with others through interviews 

and mapping, and to convey an understanding of living in Salishan to outsiders.  The 

intentions of this research were to conduct an ethnography, however this would entail a 

much longer, more in-depth project than is done in this thesis. 

Participatory Mapping 

Participatory mapping (PMAP), is a term used in this thesis to discuss methods 

that ask participants to use and create maps for a study.  PMAP is a type of data 

collection used in geographic study to collect data on social space from the people who 

use that space.  PMAP is a sub-discipline of GIS and Geography.  While scholars use a 

variety of terms for this method, including “mental map,” “sketch map,” and “cognitive 

map,” here the term “Participatory Mapping” (PMAP) is used to discuss this literature.  

In this literature review several empirical studies have been organized based on actual 
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procedure, yet there remain variations in the definitions of “mental map,” “sketch map,” 

and “cognitive map.”  In this project “mental map” is defined as a method that asks 

participants to draw maps on blank pieces of paper.  Despite the term “mapping” which 

implies geographical analysis, it has been applied to many studies that explore cognitive 

thinking in many fields.  (See Ginsberg [1985], Powell [2010], and Baumgartner et al. 

[2012] for some examples of eco-mapping, cognitive mapping, and experimental 

approaches to participatory research that do not involve physical geography or 

cartography.) 

For the purposes of this literature review, “mental maps” are hand-drawn maps 

which represent how a place is perceived and lived through the imagination and popular 

knowledge (Gould and White 2009).  Mental maps reflect one’s “spatial abilities” 

(Golledge and Stimson 1997), or how one navigates through a place because the process 

of “wayfinding” contributes to building one’s mental image of an environment.  The 

literature on mental maps says that an individual learns a place through routes, 

landmarks, nodes, paths, and anchors (Lynch 1960; Golledge and Stimson 1997).  Thus 

mental mapping and any kind of PMAP is a method that can draw out one’s complex, 

unique understanding of knowing and moving through a place.  Useful knowledge and 

detailed information of a neighborhood can also be collected from residents’ drawings, 

including cultural norms and values (Gillespie 2010). Mental mapping has been a method 

employed for quality-of-life studies (Ceccato and Snickars 2000) and has revealed places 

of importance to residents (Auxhausen 2008; Fahy and O’Cinneide 2009; Raymond et al. 

2009; den Besten 2010).  Den Besten (2010) also found that such processes affected the 

form of mental maps drawn by immigrant children in new countries.  The resulting maps 
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showed spaces of importance to the children and their answers to an accompanying 

questionnaire revealed that nearly all of the spaces drawn were sites of socialization 

processes.  Additionally, participatory mapping studies have yielded results that 

essentially ‘take inventory’ of assets and resources in a community (Raymond et al. 

2009).  Altogether mental maps can reveal spatial ability, social activity, and cultural 

processes.  From these past studies it can be concluded that mental maps reveal how one 

imagines a space, and that image of a space also constructs one’s mental map.  Many 

objects on a mental map are landmarks of social activity, even those that exclude the 

subject, and they relate to an individual’s emotion and identity-formation.  PMAP does 

still reveal how a participant may understand how they fit into socio-political structures 

of a place, but mental mapping can draw out more abstract emotions attached to a place 

beyond any hierarchical structures.  Mental mapping is an effective tool for revealing 

information related to one’s subconscious processes of socialization, identity formation, 

wayfinding, and more.  This is because asking a participant to draw a map facilitates 

discussion of one’s social life and abstract processes of emotion and identity, and does so 

in a way that is focused on place and space.  Mental mapping is a way to tap into people’s 

almost unconscious perception of things.  Analyzing details of the maps produced, such 

as what objects are and are not included on the map, or how large and far apart landmarks 

are, sheds light on issues of importance to the drawer that are not always obvious to a 

researcher. 

Civic Participation in Urban Governance 

There is growing value for qualitative research methods to evaluate housing 

policy and programs because such methods answer specific questions about the context 
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of the neighborhood in question (Levitt and Venkatesh 2001).  Scholars have increasingly 

argued that locally-targeted policies ought to incorporate the knowledge and participation 

of local residents (Ceccato and Snickars 2000; Elwood 2009; Raymond et al. 2009; 

Ahlborg and Nightingale 2012).  Government entities in cities globally have moved 

toward more civic participation in public policy formation (Daly 2003; Taylor 2007).  

How to best facilitate participation and achieve optimum results is a subject of great 

debate.  Participatory mapping is one suggested method of increasing citizen participation 

in politics, and the data presented in this thesis are intended to be valuable contributions 

to informing and evaluating policy for Salishan.  Findings in this thesis reveal very 

specific experiences residents have that are directly linked to components of the Salishan 

housing program design, which could help the Tacoma Housing Authority understand 

how their project is working and ways their programs can be improved.  Numerous 

studies have pointed to the importance of local knowledge in developing policies based 

on public feedback (Dennis 2006).  Inclusion of publicly-generated data can lead to 

alternative agendas for environmental management such as farming and forestry 

management informed by local knowledge (Isaac, Dawoe, and Sieciechowicz 2009), and 

preserving traditional historical knowledge of indigenous populations (Tsai and Lo 

2013).  Mental maps can be used in a wide range of studies because the maps contain 

place-specific data that explain different aspects of an environment for an individual or 

collective group. 

Scholars have worked to understand how people process, store, and exercise their 

own geographic knowledge.  Methods of participatory mapping have been utilized in 

research on physical geography (Lynch 1960; Golledge and Stimson 1997), socio-
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economic aspects of life (Fahy and O’Cinneide 2009; Raymond 2009), and socio-spatial 

relationships (Dennis 2006; Axhausen 2008; Beneker et al. 2010).  More participatory 

mapping studies have been done to evaluate issues surrounding one’s perception of a 

place, ranging from issues of neighborhood identity (Ginsberg 1985), to boundaries 

(Coulton, Jennings and Chan 2013), to neighborhood safety (Lopez and Lukinbeal 2010).  

With growing demand for planning to include local participation participatory mapping is 

a useful method to do so that can be standardized to be implemented mainstream.  There 

are several ways to conduct participatory mapping, each of which entails its own 

procedure for collecting and analyzing data.  There is no standard for interpreting the 

maps which runs the risk of bias, and often a non-directed, open-answer study can take 

research in a different direction than what is being investigated. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

While mixed-income housing programs are intended to help low-SES people 

achieve upward mobility, virtually no research has evaluated if this has indeed happened.  

In this thesis, hand-drawn maps and interviews are utilized to reveal Salishan resident 

experiences that relate to shifts in mobility and how new access to resources is perceived 

and experienced.  When hand-drawn maps are accompanied by other qualitative methods, 

in this case interviews, they become a valuable tool for revealing to what extent people 

know and interact with their neighbors, and how they use the space they live in (i.e., how 

they utilize programs and resources). 

A combination of quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques are used 

in this research.  In the qualitative realm, I engaged in participant observation and 

interviews, in order to elaborate on data collected through a participatory mental mapping 

exercise.  The interview and mapping methods have been named the Mental Map 

Interview in this study.  In the quantitative arena, I utilized Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS) to map physical and spatial areas of Salishan.  Data from these two 

methods are complementary and will be united to better understand the experiences 

residents have, especially in navigating spatial aspects of the program.  For example, the 

Tacoma Housing Authority has designed Salishan’s location with the intent of being near 

many social services, transportation lines, and other resources yet access to those 
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resources is still an issue for residents.  Therefore the methods engaged in this study work 

to understand if this spatial design is indeed benefitting residents. 

Past studies have utilized mental maps and interviews to evaluate social and 

economic aspects of life through spatial knowledge (Ginsberg 1985; Fahy and 

O’Cinneide 2009; Beneker et al. 2010; Lopez and Lukinbeal2010; Coulton, Chan and 

Mikelbank 2011; Coulton, Jennings and Chan 2013), but never to evaluate mixed-income 

housing specifically.  Additionally, studies have been done to evaluate mixed-income 

housing through qualitative interview and survey methods (Brophy and Smith 1997; 

Rosenbaum, Stroh, and Flynn 1998; Levitt and Venkatesh 2001; Joseph 2008; Joseph and 

Chaskin 2010b), but mental maps have not been used yet.  This thesis will apply 

previously-developed methods to answer questions about residents’ quality of life that 

have been asked in other mixed-income policy outcome studies.  Studies of mixed-

income housing have explored how long participants have lived in a project, what they 

like and dislike about their home/neighborhood, and how their financial status has 

changed.  The Mental Map Interview method utilized in this study asks those same 

questions as they relate to physical geography of the mixed-income neighborhood 

(Salishan). 

Six residents consented to participate in this study; all were single females 

between the ages of 18 and 50s. Five of the six women are single mothers.  Five of the 

women are living in subsidized housing, while the sixth is a former low-income resident 

who is now renting a room in an owned house in Salishan.  Katie is the youngest 

participant who lives in the rented room.  She is 19 years old, [a self-identified] African-

American, and working full-time.  Breanna is also a [self-identified] African-American in 
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her 30s with one child while she works part-time.  Lindsay is self-identified white in her 

30s with two young children, one is 8 years old, and the other is a toddler.  Lindsay has 

some part-time and full-time work experience.  Baha is from Ukraine and also in her 30s 

and a single mother to three children ages 5 to 15 years old, and has some part-time work 

experience.  Nicole is also self-identified white in her 50s with two adult children and a 

live-in male partner.  Nicole has no work experience for the last 10+ years as she is 

disabled.  Becca identifies as a Native American/white single mother to one pre-teen who 

lives with her along with his female pre-teen girlfriend and their child, and three adults 

living outside of Salishan.  Becca is the most active community member of the six 

participants and she works full-time in Salishan, but has a work history of several short-

term jobs. 

Pilot Study 

This research project is based on a 2011 pilot study I did in Salishan.  In this study 

I worked with youth (ages 6 to 17) in Salishan and conducted several participatory 

mapping exercises.  From the map activities concerns arose that questioned the Housing 

Authority’s design features based on residents’ ability to access resources in the housing 

project.  One such concern was that parks built within the community were deemed 

innovative by the Tacoma Housing Authority but for residents the parks came with no 

toys or play structures, thus served little purpose except for a territory for drug dealing 

and gang activities.  Further interviews and informal conversations with residents in 2011 

revealed that while housing was provided, other problems regarding access to services 

were present.  For example, the study revealed a need for access to public transit or 

modes of transportation other than a personal vehicle, and found that the neighborhood 
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design was successfully facilitating spaces for children to play and socialize.  The pilot 

study results indicated the high value of mental maps and interviewing as a way to 

understand the assets and deficits of Salishan from the perspective of residents, not the 

Housing Authority. 

Method: The Mental Map Interview 

1. Field Observation 

2. Participatory and Mental Mapping 

3. Follow-up Interview 

4. Coding and Analyzing 

The method designed for this research study is named “The Mental Map 

Interview,” and is done to examine access to resources, social relationships, and program 

experience in Salishan.  Following literature on mental maps and interviews I designed a 

Mental Map Interview that combines a participatory mental map drawing exercise 

followed by an in-depth interview with the drawer.  For the Mental Map Interview, 

participants were given colored markers, crayons, pens, and writing pencils to choose 

from, as well as blank pieces of white paper 8½” x 11”. 

Participant Observation 

Participant observation was conducted in Salishan for this study over the course 

of five weeks, in order to add context to the interviews and findings of the study.  The 

first research task for working with Salishan residents was to gain their trust and 

acceptance as an outsider who wished to observe and participate in their daily lives.  

Fortunately I have maintained a long-term friendship with a resident (and study 

participant) named Becca (pseudonym), who has lived in the neighborhood for over 
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fifteen years and is a very active community member.  She is a community member who 

participates in many activities and programs in Tacoma, advocates for resident rights, and 

works to connect residents with social services.  Becca is a low-income resident of 

Salishan, paid employee for THA working as a health advocate, and an unpaid youth 

leader who conducts weekly meetings for children through her local church organization. 

At the beginning of this fieldwork I spent time walking around the neighborhood 

with Becca and accompanied her while she stopped by residents’ houses and community 

resource centers.  Becca connected me to residents while she went about her daily 

routine.  Over the course of two weeks residents grew accustomed to my presence and 

began to ask more questions about the research being conducted.  Open community 

meetings, youth meetings, and resource center workshops were attended in order to be 

more visible and express interest in residents’ opinion and experience of Salishan.  Six 

adults were successfully recruited to participate in the Mental Map Interview. 

This study was first designed to recruit both youth aged 6-18 (see Appendix item 

2a) as well as adults but once in the field it was difficult to get parental consent for 

children to participate, primarily due to stigma attached to signing anything considered an 

“official document,” especially with regard to one’s children.  By the end of the study 

only one youth’s parent gave consent, but they conducted the mental map exercise in 

their home without my prompts or follow-up interview questions so it could not be used 

in this study.  In order to validate the data collected in this study a journal of field notes 

was kept to document the experiences in Salishan. 

The purpose of the participant observation conducted in Salishan was to learn 

about mixed-income housing through stories shared and to potentially contribute to 
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changes in policy approaches to combatting poverty, including changing the stigma 

attached to low-income people and housing project residents (McCormick, Joseph, and 

Chaskin 2012).  Such negative stigma is usually understood to be attached to low-income 

residents in older housing projects, yet findings in the field work of Salishan show that 

residents of this mixed-income project are experiencing that negative label as well.  A 

benefit to the participants of this fieldwork is the opportunity for community residents to 

express themselves and their experience(s) through interviews and mapping, and to have 

their stories reach new listeners in an effort to convey understanding of a place to 

outsiders. 

Mental Mapping and Participatory Mapping 

Mental mapping is the Participatory Mapping (PMAP) method that is utilized in 

this study to understand how Salishan residents view and use their neighborhood and its 

resources.  Lynch is perhaps the most cited author for mental maps.  His flagship book 

The Image of the City (Lynch 1960) provides instructions for conducting a mental map 

study that includes an interview of the participant as they are drawing.  The interview 

consists of questions that progress toward the participant creating a more detailed map, 

but I feel that the questions asked in Lynch’s study were too directive, restrictive, and 

power-laden to enable participants’ to honestly materialize their imagined spaces.  For 

this thesis research I approached the map exercise prompts more openly and asked 

Salishan residents to “draw a picture of Salishan” and then to “draw the location of 

resources you use often.”  This way the results were not aimed specifically at certain 

geographic features (such as streets or landmarks), and were open to any type of map 

object that is important to the drawer.  The purpose of mental mapping in this study is to 
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discover experiential spatial knowledge of social networks that are not fully tangible.  

Social connections and geographies of Salishan residents’ social networks are uncovered 

in this research study. 

When conducting a mental map study the author usually gives participants one or 

more topics and asks them to draw a particular space that reflects their thoughts, 

emotions, and interactions with this space.  A key component to the method of this study 

was choosing how open or directive the map exercise questions would be (i.e., “draw me 

a picture of your neighborhood” [Beneker et al. 2010] vs. “draw your neighborhood with 

its most important locations to you”).  However, designing questions that are less 

directive and more open-ended in topic can result in a wide array of responses and 

themes, which means more time coding the drawings.  Nearly all mental map studies 

since Lynch have used his instructions as a framework to design instructions tailored to 

each study.  Working from Lynch’s instructions, which were to draw specific physical 

aspects of the city such as boundaries, landmarks, and paths, I re-configured the questions 

asked of participants in this study in a way that was less directive and much more open in 

terms of what responses could be gathered.  The most direct questions asked were “where 

do you find resources you need each day?” and “are those resources in Salishan or 

elsewhere?”  The purpose of keeping answers open is to hear all responses that are 

important to the resident in an effort to better understand what low-income residents need 

in their daily lives. 

The first portion of the Mental Map Interview was a series of prompts to help 

participants draw their mental map.  Five of the six participants consented to drawing; 

one participant did not feel comfortable drawing a map, and the request was not forced 
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further.  The first instruction given was to “draw a picture of [Salishan]” (Beneker et al. 

2010).  This initial question is very free-form and open in order to get a feel for what 

people think of their neighborhood and the issues that are most relevant to them.  Several 

participants expressed confusion from lack of direction here, so a follow-up question 

asked them to “draw a map for someone who has never been to Salishan before.”  The 

questions following this asked participants to draw “important places,” “places where you 

go to meetings,” where you get “important resources,” and “where you like to hang out.”  

The final question of the mental map exercise asked participants to include anything else 

they would like in their map of Salishan.  See Appendix item 2b for the script used in the 

Mental Map exercise.  The mental map portion of this method is done in order to gain 

perspective on living in the housing project from a resident’s point of view.  These 

methods go beyond quantitative data in that they reveal the experiences of residents and 

how they understand place.  Other studies that have employed the mental map method 

found that geographical accuracy is less a priority to the drawer and that the drawing, 

while potentially more abstract in nature, can be used as a tool to engage in deep 

conversation and/or interviews (Gieseking 2013). 

Map exercise questions were designed with the intent to keep responses focused 

on interaction with neighbors and resources within the housing project, but still open-

ended in terms of what issues residents could bring up as most important to them (i.e., 

social relationships, transportation access, etc.).  The main way to get honest, unrestricted 

responses from participants was to ask them to draw on a blank piece of paper.  A 

structured map of any sort, even the most minimally labeled, can reveal hierarchies 

through size, naming, and colors used on the map (Pearce 2008; Corner 2011).  This may 
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seem counter-intuitive to the goals of conventional mapping, but the context of this 

research is to uncover residents’ true “expression of place” (Pearce 2008, 18). 

Interpreting data from the drawn maps is also tricky and requires reflexivity as a 

researcher, or even as the participant.  While PMAP results can inform policy and give 

the “whole picture” of an issue by bringing the public’s perception to the table, there is 

no “whole picture” without data from other research methods (i.e., quantitative 

demographics, crime data, interviews, surveys, or questionnaires). 

Interviews 

Interviews are conducted to gain insight into a person’s experiences.  For the 

purposes of gathering accounts of life in Salishan, interviewing was the chosen method to 

gather data on how residents experienced the “social reality” (Mason 2002, 63) of their 

neighborhood.  To collect data from Salishan residents I conducted one-on-one 

interviews with each participant.  During the interview participants were asked to explain 

the components they drew on their map and explain what each component represented 

visually, socially, and emotionally. 

The second part of the Mental Map Interview consisted of an in-depth interview 

with the drawer that lasted roughly one hour.  The interviewing component to mental 

mapping done in this study is done to aid me in analyzing the maps drawn and to convey 

each drawer’s intended reactions and messages of their maps.  The maps were analyzed 

with as much insight into each drawer’s perspective as possible.  A set of sample 

interview questions (Appendix 2C) was designed in order to find out what exactly each 

participant drew, why they drew it, and what experience(s) the drawer wanted to bring 

forward about living in Salishan.  The sample questions worked as a starting point for 
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residents to discuss their story of life in Salishan, however, further questions were asked 

based on what details each drawer included.  The purpose of this interview was to 

evaluate Salishan’s various programs and design aspects from the residents’ point of 

view. 

Many mental map studies have utilized interviews and informal conversations 

during mapping activities and workshops.  Interviews done with a visual map are highly 

effected because the drawing is a tool for participants to form their own narrative 

(Gieseking 2013) which “transcends mere description” (Pearce 2008, 21).  Fahy and 

O’Cinneide (2009) conducted mental map workshops in groups of ten people that were 

deliberately selected from varied socioeconomic backgrounds and concluded that such 

integration revealed more detailed community data and promoted a sense of belonging 

and shared awareness.  Following this model the research plan in this study was to 

interview residents of different socioeconomic backgrounds within Salishan (i.e., 

homeowners and housing residents), however, once in the field only low-income housing 

residents were successfully recruited.  This is likely due to very little interaction I had as 

a researcher with actual homeowners in Salishan.  The spaces I went to and events I 

attended in the neighborhood were only utilized or attended by low-income residents.  I 

believe this happened because my initial resident participant Becca is also a low-income 

resident who was most active in activities for other low-income residents of Salishan.  

Mental map studies have also experimented with audio recorded interviews that were 

transcribed, which was also done in this research study. 
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Coding and Analyzing Mental Maps 

The first step to analyzing data on quality of life was determining what variables 

to research.  Variables for Salishan were chosen based on themes that emerged from 

informal conversations with residents and housing policy professionals.  Each Mental 

Map Interview collected in this study has been formatted and compiled into a digital 

database.  I scanned each mental map and each interview audio recording was stored as 

an .mp3 file, as well as transcribed.  From the interview transcripts I found recurring 

issues of importance to residents, thus determined qualitative variables to analyze (Al-

Kodmany 2000).  The goal of the Mental Map Interview is to facilitate discussion about 

what is important to residents. 

The maps produced by each participant are often very different and hard to 

interpret in comparison to each other (Killworth and Bernard 1982), therefore interviews 

are a supplemental method done to understand what each participant had drawn in his or 

her map.  In each of the mental map studies presented above the authors outline a 

different procedure for conducting mental map exercises and interpreting data that can be 

compared to other mental maps while still maintaining integrity as organically-obtained 

information.  Following these studies I compiled a list of themes that emerged from the 

Mental Map Interview that became the major themes that data was coded into.  The 

themes are: resources, social networks and identity, upward mobility, program 

experience, and emotional experiences of being “empowered” or “downtrodden” while 

living in Salishan. 
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Why Use Participatory Mapping in this Study 

Mental maps are used in this study because they are valuable representations of an 

individual’s personal geography(ies) (Beneker et al. 2010), experience, and the complex 

reality of the map’s creator as s/he moves through space.  These literatures point to 

mental maps as a way of not only following one’s movement through space, but how one 

comprehends and internally quantifies resources that are important to him or her.  This is 

why this research study posits that mental mapping is a useful method in finding out what 

is important to residents, and if/where they find the resources they need.  Following the 

literature, this thesis argues that mental maps elicit data that explain how one experiences 

several aspects of living in a neighborhood, including the social relationships built. 

Mental mapping is done in this study in order to gain access to the spatial stories 

of residents of Salishan.  Spatial stories and spatial knowledge are information a person 

stores in their own personal, mental database.  This database is built upon as one walks 

about a landscape, be it a city or neighborhood, and finds their way through space (De 

Certeau 1984).  Golledge and Stimson (1997) say that an individual learns a place 

through routes, landmarks, nodes, and anchors, which all relate to their image of the 

environment.  A conscious mind may not always be aware of the personal mental map it 

is forming, and many people never study geography as a discipline, but throughout daily 

life individuals are constantly learning new geographic information and adding it to a 

mental database (Santi, Sluter, and Bravo. 2011).  People are building their spatial 

knowledge and creating more spatial stories about places, people in places, events, 

feelings, emotions, visible landscape, and connections to places.  Social network 

membership has been argued to be visible in one’s mental map (Axhausen 2006), thus 
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strengthening a foundation of this thesis: that mental mapping elicits data that reveal 

social relations within a community.  It is important to gather data at the micro level in 

order to understand how individuals comprehend and navigate space, called “spatial 

abilities.” 

PMAP is not a very clear method with clear answers, thus PMAP methods cannot 

alone be used to answer a specific research question.  Because PMAP is a qualitative 

method the data are naturally interpretive and subjective.  The more free-form the 

method, the more subjective the maps are.  There are very valuable, rich data, but arguing 

that it answers specific questions and fits into rigid, tightly focused studies may defeat the 

purpose of PMAP as a qualitative method.  Thus, interviews are combined with PMAP 

methods in this study because interviewing is a well-established qualitative method for 

researching an individual’s experience, and when paired with participatory mapping 

techniques both can reveal valuable spatial knowledge. 

I value PMAP as a useful way of gathering unknown, personal data from 

marginalized groups in a way that is approachable and open, and can potentially get new 

populations to engage in local politics.   Additionally, interviewing is extremely helpful 

in understanding why a participant has mapped something (Raymond et al. 2009). 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) – The Quantitative Method 

In addition to the qualitative methods of this study a GIS study was done to verify 

the location of social services in Salishan.  This research examines the housing project 

Salishan and the project’s geographic distance to goods and services.  Of concern to this 

study is the immediate nearness of resources available to housing program recipients that 

will help them gain upward mobility.  Therefore a GIS analysis was conducted to locate 
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resources nearby, resources identified, and physical accessibility to these resources from 

Salishan.  The GIS maps presented serve to offer readers a visual telling that services are 

there but people do not see them.  The maps work as a validation for residents and a 

counterpoint to the housing authority that it is not just about putting services in or close to 

Salishan, but that getting people to those services is a more important component that is 

missing.  The physical distance also works to counter and/or supplement the perceived 

distance of goods and services as explained by study participants.  Mixed-income sites 

purport to mitigate the common poor results of housing projects (Schwartz and Tajbakhsh 

1997; Fraser and Nelson 2008; Joseph 2008), however Tacoma’s site offers housing in a 

neighborhood that is isolated from other neighborhoods in the city.  Research also finds 

that while income integration can bring gains in employment and steady income, access 

to employment requires some social connectedness or program(s) that facilitate access to 

employment.  In order for low-income populations to gain upward mobility they must 

have access to resources and helpful services, including employment opportunities, which 

must be facilitated by each respective housing authority. 

Using Geographic Information Systems software ArcGIS 10.2, spatial analyses 

are done to find nearby retail businesses, government services, community centers and 

services, churches, non-profits, and non-governmental organizations (NGO’s).  These 

data were collected from the U.S. Census Bureau website and the University of 

Washington library’s data domain Washington State Geospatial Data Archive 

(WAGDA).  Once all geographic and tabular data were brought into ArcGIS software, 

spatial analysis began.  Salishan was located on the map of Tacoma, then analysis of land 

use and resource location were observed within a 10-, 15-, and 20-minute walk from the 
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housing project.  This distance was chosen because this area of Tacoma is very spread out 

and low-density, yet most poor Salishan residents (20% of Tacoma households) do not 

have access to a personal car (U.S. Census Bureau 2014) and must walk or take public 

transit.  No analysis was conducted based on distances by bus rides because there were 

only two bus lines found around Salishan, both of which were indicated as “not useful” 

by participants because they did not run frequently and did not reach places of use to 

residents.  These results are compared to the actual distance of all resources in Tacoma 

that are named by Salishan residents as resources they use.  Results and figures are 

discussed in the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter breaks down the results of this study that focus on locating resources, 

then discusses key themes found in the data.  The key themes found in the Mental Map 

Interview are: resources, social networks and identity, upward mobility, program 

experience, and feelings of being a discouraged or empowered Salishan resident.  The 

following sections of this chapter discuss each theme in detail.  Participants are given 

pseudonyms to protect their privacy.  Following a discussion of the five major themes, a 

summary of findings is presented in order to evaluate the benefits of Salishan’s design 

features for low-income residents.  At different times throughout each Mental Map 

Interview participants made both positive and negative assessments of the development, 

and the data interpreted in this chapter draw out more details of these assessments. 

Below are the mental maps drawn by five of the six participants.  Breanna chose 

not to draw a mental map because she did not feel comfortable doing so.  The other 

participants consented to draw but some did not feel very comfortable doing so.  The fact 

that none of the respondents felt comfortable making a map reflects on my approach to 

the subject, which will be discussed more in the Conclusion chapter.  Details of these 

maps will be discussed in the following analysis. 
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FIGURE 2.  Lindsay’s mental map of Salishan. 
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FIGURE 3.  Katie’s mental map of Salishan. 
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FIGURE 4.  Becca’s mental map of Salishan. 
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FIGURE 5.  Nicole’s mental map of Salishan. 
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FIGURE 6.  Baha’s mental map of Salishan. 
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Resources Identified 

The data from these six participants reveal that some share a need for more 

connection to resources and opportunity while others were satisfied.  The one resource 

identified by all participants in either their map, interview, or both as an important and 

useful landmark is the Kim and George Tanbara Medical Clinic.  This clinic lies at the 

center of the development. 

During field observation in this study the location of the Clinic came up in 

everyday conversation as a landmark identifier for navigation purposes, and as a place 

residents frequently went to for helpful resources.  According to participants it is a 

resource used by nearly all residents, save for those who are immigrants who have found 

it difficult to work with the health clinic due to documentation issues.  Salishan does not 

house undocumented immigrants but immigrant residents discussed confusion and 

frustration dealing with paperwork processes that require their documentation.  Multiple 

participants explained that they often cannot place their correct paperwork when they 

need it, especially in a high stress situation such as applying for social welfare benefits 

that are due within a day or two.  Because program recipients have difficulty keeping 

track of their legal documents the potential of the Clinic as a useful resource is potentially 

diminished for many, especially during pressing situations such as becoming sick or 

injured and requiring immediate attention.  If residents or their children break an arm 

their priority is seeking medical attention, not sorting through their house for legal 

documentation.  The medical clinic has many purposes: a doctor’s office, pharmacy, 

dentist, and the Salishan Health Advocates.  Health Advocates are residents of Salishan 
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who are hired as part-time or full-time community workers.  Thus, the clinic also acts as a 

place of employment for some residents.   

The role of Health Advocates includes connecting residents to any and all 

resources, educating residents on the housing program and health care system, and 

helping residents enroll in health insurance after recent U.S. Healthcare reforms.  Three 

of the six study participants are employed as either full- or part-time Health Advocates: 

Becca, Lindsay, and Katie.  This is over-representative of how many residents are 

employed by THA: about 20 residents are employed as Health Advocates which is less 

than 1% of Salishan’s population.  Health Advocates are among Salishan’s most 

knowledgeable residents regarding community and local resources. These three 

participants also expressed feeling empowered while living in Salishan, as will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

Other locations identified as resources by residents are the Lister Elementary 

school, the Volleyball Park, the Community Garden, and two apartment buildings (one 

assisted-living and one independent units) for seniors enrolled in the housing program.  

During interviews each of these locations are used and referenced as landmarks in the 

neighborhood, yet are only drawn on mental maps by one or two of the residents.  For 

example, Lister Elementary is a location that is identified in four of the five mental maps 

and all six interviews, although Lister is differentiated as a “resource” by three of the 

participants because their children attend the school, and as a “landmark” for the other 

three participants.  The Volleyball Park is located at the North end of Salishan along R 

Street, between 38th and 39th Avenues and only appears on Becca’s map because she is 

the only one who has spent time in this park. 
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FIGURE 7.  Close-up of Becca’s mental map drawing. 

 

There is just a huge area where a family just started 

playing volleyball in the park.  It is primarily a Samoan 

family and they bring out their barbecues and stuff.  And 

they are very welcoming to other residents to join but most 

people are intimidated by them, but they are lovely people 

who invite everybody.  [They are renters too.]  (Becca) 

 

Three resources were identified by some participants during their Mental Map 

Interview, but ultimately deemed not useful to residents: WorkSource, Boys and Girls 

Club, and the Homeowners’ Association office.  WorkSource is the official career and 

employment center of Washington State under the Workforce Investment Act of 1998 

(State of Washington 2013).  WorkSource has a series of employment resources located 

across Washington by the State of Washington government agency, with an authorized 

Access site affiliated with THA and located in Salishan.  WorkSource offices provide 
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computers for use by citizens to search for employment, update resumes, and use other 

career development resources such as interview training and consultations.  WorkSource 

is described as not useful to residents because of the office’s limited hours of operation 

and their frustration with administrative computer processes. 

During interviews and participant observation in this study, every resident 

expresses frustration with the amount of time needed to complete these administrative 

processes, even when the result may bring long-term benefits.  For most residents, 

collecting documents of pay stubs, immigration documentation, and filling out long 

applications simply requires too much time and is confusing to residents.  The Boys and 

Girls Club was located slightly southwest of Salishan and is part of a nationwide 

organization that provides mentorship and activities for young children.  However, 

participants said that the Club is not used by residents because membership is not free, 

and even a reduced membership imposes financial burden on their households.  Boys and 

Girls Clubs usually do not turn away residents based on income, so perhaps these 

participants are misunderstanding the process due to frustration with navigating the 

application. 

It is important to note that despite the design of programs and available resources, 

the actual lived experience of negotiating the program may be less positive for low-

income residents.  Finally, the Homeowners’ Association in Salishan is technically 

welcoming to all residents, but participants said that only actual homeowners attend 

meetings.  The meetings are held in an office located in Salishan that is used by 

homeowners and renters for many types of community meetings such as Health Advocate 

workshops, but overall meetings continue to be segregated between homeowners and 
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renters.  During interviews the participants explained that other resources, like 

WorkSource or the Boys and Girls Club, are not useful to them, which explains why 

these places were not included in their mental map. 

All of these locations are absent from the mental maps drawn, yet they come up in 

each interview.  Based on this evidence it can be concluded that the objects that appear 

on one’s mental map are those that are actually used by residents.  This is not true in all 

cases, as is evident by the appearance of Lister Elementary school as a landmark on all 

mental maps.  Interpreting a mental map therefore is not a complete piece of work that 

reveals one’s personal geography, but the mental map along with an interview sheds light 

on what aspects of a neighborhood residents interact with, use, avoid, and other deep 

emotional and experiential connections to a place.  The data yielded in this study show 

what is working for the participants, but does not tell a complete story of how all 

residents are experiencing Salishan.  These findings show that a mental map alone cannot 

identify how one sees their neighborhood, nor can an interview alone, but together these 

methods can get at deep-rooted issues and experiences of Salishan residents.  While the 

mental maps identified useful resources, the follow-up interviews revealed that some 

resources were not drawn although the participant knew about them. 

While interviewing participants I found several common needs in the 

neighborhood.  Questions from the interviews asked residents if there are any empty 

spaces in Salishan that could be used, and what resources they are not getting.  (See 

Appendix 2c.)  One needed resource named by all participants is a community center.  

Some participants found the clinic to be representative of a community center, others 

named the Housing office as the closest to community center, and others said one or more 
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of the parks served as the nearest space that resembled a community center kind of space.  

In the Mental Map Interview various spaces were named as the most important to the 

community, but as conversation went on the participants explained that what they 

actually needed is a community center.  Despite inconsistencies in what currently comes 

closest to a community center, all participants named this to be a resource that is missing 

and needed in Salishan. 

In addition to a community center, participants also named a grocery store and a 

library as resources that would be useful to them but are not available in Salishan.  The 

library does appear on some mental maps although the location has been closed for 

several years.  Some of the participants say that the library was an extremely useful 

resource and expressed their disappointment in the location being closed.  It is 

noteworthy that this location appears on a mental map despite it not being an actual 

building anymore.  Gieseking employs the mental map method in studies of place and 

concludes that accuracy is not a priority for the drawer, or even the researcher, but that 

the drawing is a method to initiate deep conversation that relates to one’s experience with 

a place (2013). Interactions with a place, whether it is still standing or not, are part of 

one’s identity formation (Stedman 2002, Gieseking 2013), and often places drawn are 

depictions of a social construct rather than physical accuracy (Lee, Oropesa, and Kanan 

1994).  In this study of Salishan I conclude that places drawn on participant mental maps 

that no longer exist are locations that hold more emotional attachment for the drawer than 

other existing locations in Salishan, and that such a location is still a major landmark for 

residents and outsiders to navigate both East Tacoma and Salishan. 
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A grocery store is another major resource named as lacking in Salishan, although 

there is one store just outside of the development’s boundary: Wayne’s.  Wayne’s 

supermarket appears on a few participants’ maps even though they claim to not use it 

much. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 8.  Close-up of Baha’s mental map drawing 

 

Baha includes Wayne’s at the edge of her mental map, labelled “mini stor” above. 

The label “mini stor” indicates that Baha does not see Wayne’s as a full-scale 

supermarket, but more of a small corner or liquor store.  While Lindsay uses a different 

term for Wayne’s, both “Asian Market” and “grocery store,” Baha identifies Wayne’s as 

a simple corner store, and in her interview states that “it is not much” because the store is 

similar to a liquor store with convenience snacks and sodas. 
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FIGURE 9.  Close-up of Lindsay’s mental map drawing. 

 

We have the Asian Market [Wayne’s]…but that’s like a grocery 

store.  They have like fish. I go there sometimes, there is actually 

some stuff that’s pretty good. They do have some good meats 

sometimes but I have to get past the smell which is really bad.  

(Lindsay) 

 

Lindsay’s statement leads to some confusion as to whether residents see this shop 

as a full-scale grocery store or a corner store.  Grocery typically implies to her (and most 

residents) a store with staples, fresh produce and meat, and in her explanation she 

describes several types of food available.  Yet in her interview Lindsay’s tone and 

inflection signal that there is much more needed at this store.  Additionally she mentions 

that the store smells bad, making it difficult to even want to use this resource. 

A full-scale grocery store with fresh produce, meat/seafood, and staples is named 

as a high need for residents.  In Tacoma over 10% of all households have no vehicles 

available, while 20% of households with 3 or more people only have 1 vehicle available 

(U.S. Census Bureau 2014).  During interviews and participant observation in this study I 

heard residents discuss getting rides to WinCo, a supermarket over four miles away, Wal-
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Mart, over 5 miles away, and other discount grocers.  The distance of these stores are 

quite far, especially for individuals without cars.  Sometimes residents would come 

together and plan a carpool, but this did not happen often.  See the GIS analysis on page 

65 for a map of the distances of these stores from Salishan. 

 

The resources here in Salishan might give people what they need 

to live a good life, but no one’s probably ever heard of them.  

(Nicole). 

 

Aside from those resources [I drew] I do not really know of any 

programs for residents in general.  I think they did used to have 

some, but if there are or there were most people do not know 

where the locations are.  There might be more resources around 

here but people just do not know how to get to them. […] they do 

not advertise enough. They do have newsletters sometimes that 

come in the mail. I read through it but it is nothing helpful.  There 

is nothing that’s going to apply to me or anything.  (Breanna) 

 

As far as getting the word out on the resources that are here, it does 

not seem to happen too much.  There is a newsletter but it does not 

go out very often and is not terribly easy to get ahold of or 

understand.  In the beginning they said they would send out emails 

but not everyone has internet or email access.  Sometimes they 
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post on the mailbox but people do not see it or even check their 

mail every day.  (Katie) 

 

A consistent problem expressed by participants in this study was residents’ lack of 

knowledge of all resources and opportunities available to them.  All participants were 

asked where they found information on resources and opportunity, and if they could find 

this information at the Housing Authority office when they go to the Housing office to 

drop off their rent each month.  Participants’ responses were that it was extremely 

difficult to get information from the Housing Authority, most saying that they had to 

“drill” employees to get any useful information.  Nicole simply said “if you want a good 

headache go there” about the Housing office. 

During participant observation and interviews residents appear eager to seek and 

find resources, yet they are constrained for a myriad of reasons:  stress, work, home 

dysfunction, busy schedules, and more.  Several participants also expressed frustration at 

the lack of communication, newsletters, or advertisements handed out or made visible to 

residents. 

Becca elaborated the most on why residents were not getting the 

information they needed on resources in and around Salishan: 

 

Well they send us a lot of flyers and they have a newsletter that 

comes out.  You know, it is all available when you go pay your 

rent [at the Housing Office] and they have programs posted.  But 

most of the people do not seem aware that they have the 

information needed for those resources. 
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Lindsay explained why she felt very connected to resources in 

contrast to other participants: 

 

I feel like I got a better grasp on the resources from being a Health 

Advocate.  I have always been good at utilizing as many resources 

as possible.  It is so important, especially when you are low-income. 

[…] People need the motivation to really pursue the resources that 

are here.  I think it is a choice, I really do.  The resources are here!  

It is how you go out and get them, to me.  I mean, I can advocate all 

I want to somebody but if they do not get up every morning and 

want to do it themselves, if they do not motivate themselves, then it 

does nothing. 

 

Becca and Lindsay touch on important points to consider: that residents must be 

open, aware, and actively seeking out resources, which includes going to the Housing 

Authority’s administration office voluntarily.  It is also important to note that Becca and 

Lindsay feel more connected to resources because of their work as Health Advocates in 

the community.  Katie is also a Health Advocate and says that there really is not much 

information being dispersed to residents, at least not well.  This may not happen often 

due to renters’ negative perception and experience with the administration.  Thus the 

resources that Becca and Lindsay have found came from their on-site work and their own 

motivation to find these resources.  Not every resident shares this outlook, which will be 

discussed in the ‘Feeling empowered or downtrodden’ theme later in this chapter. 
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GIS Analysis 

A GIS was built in ArcMap software (ESRI version 10.2) for this research project 

in order to identify social services and local resources available to Salishan residents that 

can have positive impact on their low-income status (Brisson 2015) and are within 

walking distance.  This thesis identifies “resources” as services, offices, and locations of 

social network building that provide opportunities for employment, health, childcare, 

food, and community network building, all of which are “services [that can have] 

meaningful positive impact for families” (Brisson 2015, 14).  As described in the “Study 

Site” section above, Salishan itself was a site found through economic GIS analysis of the 

City of Tacoma, Washington.  Accordingly, Salishan and part of the Eastside 

neighborhood of Tacoma were compressed into a single polygon to then conduct further 

geographic analysis.  This polygon is visualized in the image below as a dark pink shape, 

and is overlayed with building parcels in Tacoma. 

To further analyze Salishan’s geography, a Service Network was built in ArcMap 

to see how far a resident could walk from this neighborhood polygon.  Accordingly, three 

more polygons are the result of this analysis: one polygon representing the geographic 

area that can be reached in a 10-minute walk, one representing a 15-minute walk, and a 

third showing areas that can be reached in a 20-minute walk.  Only three of the six 

participants said they owned cars: Becca, Lindsay, and Katie.  These times were selected 

as the most reasonable for residents due to their time and schedule constraints expressed 

during participant observation.  In a study of low-income families in Chicago, Roy, 

Tubbs, and Burton (2005) found that access to reliable transportation is a daily part of the 

stress that individuals can experience living in low-income situations, as well as general 
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time constraints, and lack of availability of personal car use and/or reliable transportation.  

Clifton (2004) also finds that access to reliable transportation is a struggle for low-

income families, especially when it comes to needing groceries, a theme that will be 

analyzed more below.  Below is the image of Salishan and these walking distances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 10.  GIS of Salishan neighborhood boundary and distances reached by walking. 

 

The map in Figure 10 provides the basemap for further analyses of nearby 

resources.  Below is a map that has found local resources within and nearby the Salishan 

housing project. 
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FIGURE 11.  GIS of Salishan neighborhood boundary with local resources, transit lines 

and distances reached by walking. 

 

 

This analysis finds three resources within a 10-minute walk, an additional two 

resources within 15 minutes, and one more resource just on the edge of a 20-minute walk, 
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for a total of six resources within 20 minutes.  These resources are food shops, 

convenience stores (a meat shop and 7-Eleven), and the Tacoma Housing Authority 

office.  This analysis shows an additional three resources that are close to Salishan that 

could be utilized and are just beyond a 20-minute walk.  Another map below shows many 

more resources in Tacoma that are beyond a short walking distance. 

 

 

FIGURE 12.  GIS of Salishan neighborhood boundary with local resources, transit lines 

and distances reached by walking. 
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This map shows the six helpful resources within walking distance discussed 

above along with an additional eleven resources that could be utilized if one had access to 

a car or public transport, or had enough time to walk this far.  It can also be argued that 

these locations are both good and bad in design.  In this geographic analysis these 

locations do not seem far from Salishan, therefore this is a good fulfillment of the 

housing project design.  However, these distances can actually be considered far and 

difficult to reach for residents.  Clifton highlights the difficulty of low-income residents 

in getting groceries due to physical constraints (distance), time constraints, and stress 

(Clifton 2004).  Additional studies also argue that accessing food and groceries is part of 

the constant, daily struggle of low-income housing project residents (Roy, Tubbs, and 

Burton 2005; Crabtree and Mushi-Brunt 2013).  Assuming that one has the ability to 

walk or have access to reliable transportation to these locations is short-sighted in design, 

and lacking compassion for the position of low-income residents. 

A final map below shows the location of grocery stores in Tacoma, because the 

distance was too far according to study participants. 
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FIGURE 13.  GIS of Salishan neighborhood boundary with locations of grocery stores in 

Tacoma and distances reached by walking. 
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This map shows that the nearest full-size grocery store is just under 2 miles away 

but this location cannot be accessed in a reasonable amount of time on foot, and many 

residents do not have access to transportation.  GIS analyses also found that the nearest 

markets are liquor and cigarette shops, 7 Eleven, and small snack shops.  Access to fresh 

produce, dry goods, and other regular groceries is non-existent to most residents.  The 

only interviewees who identify an outside grocery store as convenient or useful are 

Becca, Lindsay, and Katie, the three participants who have access to either their own car 

or a reliable ride. 

Participants brought up the need for their helpful resources to be all in one place.  

Breanna, Lindsay, and Baha in particular expressed a need for this convenience, and they 

are all single mothers living in Salishan.  The GIS analyses presented above are intended 

to provide validation to these claims by showing that the closest resources do not provide 

the basic necessities, such as a grocery store and library, and that although some of these 

resources are in nearby neighborhoods of Tacoma, they are difficult to reach for low-

income residents of Salishan. 

Key Themes 

Social Network and Identity 

The first insight discovered in this study in regard to social network and identities 

of Salishan residents was the distinct nomenclatures used to identify homeowners and 

housing program recipients.  Every participant used the terms “homeowners” and 

“renters” to differentiate between the two groups of residents in Salishan.  During the 

mental map interview some participants also referred to the physical buildings where 
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residents lived as “homes” for homeowners, and “houses” for public housing.  These 

classification systems that appear on the maps drawn follow Lee’s assertion that spaces 

are social constructions rather than accurate geographic renderings (Lee, Oropesa, and 

Kanan 1994).  “Housing” for all intents and purposes of this thesis, is defined as units 

provided by the Housing Authority.  Additionally there is at least one single-family unit 

in the development that has been purchased by a local church organization and rents 

rooms to young adults.  This distinction is fleshed out more as it comes up in interviews.  

The classification that participants used of “homeowners” and “renters” became the 

language used throughout field work and analysis in this study.  This classification was 

used during all mental map interviews, and is used throughout this thesis to differentiate 

between home-owners and recipients of subsidized housing. 

This research finds that employment is one of the most influential factors in 

building one’s social network and identity in Salishan.  The residents who appear to have 

a wider social network with others are employed at least part-time.  For example, Katie is 

not only employed part-time but she also is connected to social capital outside of 

Salishan.  For the most part, participants in this study said they felt almost no connection 

to homeowners in Salishan.  The only reason for interaction was if the homeowners also 

had children, but it was said that most do not have children so there is no reason to 

interact.  Becca works full-time and knows most of the residents, including newcomers, 

and she explained where they lived during her mental map interview.  Breanna is one 

participant who did not feel she interacted with neighbors much and did not have a 

system of support.  Breanna also did not work during the time this study was conducted, 

which she named as a reason why she “kept to herself” most of the time. 
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Study participants with little work felt the dichotomy between homeowners and 

renters was most severe, while those employed were slightly more positive and optimistic 

when talking about social interaction between the two groups.  Baha describes above a 

lack of connection with other residents, and her experience is one example of a non-

working resident who feels less connected to others in the neighborhood. 

 

When it comes to knowing neighbors you will know who is right 

next to your home, but outside of that there is no point.  I also do 

not really work so I just stay at home, so even less reason to talk to 

people.  (Baha) 

 

Baha’s explanation shows that those who do not work have very little motivation 

to talk to other people and build a social network.  This phenomenon is part of a negative 

cycle where unemployment leads to isolation, and isolation reduces the chance of gaining 

employment through a social network (Wilson 1987).  Thus the benefits intended by 

Salishan’s design, namely low-income interacting with middle classes to build a network 

and find peers across different socioeconomic classes cannot be fully experienced by one 

who does not have a job.   

Additionally, those participants who had jobs (Baha, Becca, Katie, and Lindsay) 

did not experience good connections to other low-income residents or homeowners.  

Based on the experiences of participants, being employed does not lead to deeper social 

networks or connection to opportunities in the housing development.  Other research 

studies have indeed found strong social networks and “kinship systems” among families 

in severe low-income and welfare situations (Gans 1967; Stack 1983; Liebow 2003).  
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Conversely, some research has found high levels of distrust and lack of social capital in 

poor communities (see Smith 2010 and Levine 2013).  Some social network relationships 

were found in Salishan though not particularly strong which is commonly found in poor 

communities whether they are targeted for development or not. 

In this study participants revealed social networks they have formed despite not 

being employed.  Thus, it can also be said that work is not the sole factor in one having a 

wide social network, but having connections to multiple resources helps build a stronger 

network between residents.  Again, Becca works full-time but she is also knowledgeable 

about local resources.  This is partially because she has lived in the neighborhood for 

many years, but she also actively seeks out resources often.  Conversely, Nicole does not 

formally work at all but she also actively seeks out and uses resources, and talks to other 

low-income residents about the resources they can access.  Lindsay also works part-time 

as a Health Advocate and says she mostly interacts with the residents that live in her 

section of the development. 

 

I mainly advocate for people in my neighborhood.  I do know a 

few people in other areas, mostly from advocating.  Over in this 

other area we have Sasha – a health advocate, and Laurie’s 

daughter…Sasha’s daughter…they are both health advocates.  I 

also know a former advocate that lives over there too.  Those are 

all the people I know in that area. 

 

Of particular note in Lindsay’s case is that she is both knowledgeable about 

connecting people to resources and she actually physically connects them to these 
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resources by offering transportation to them.  It can be said that Lindsay is in fact a 

resource herself for many residents, because of her knowledge and provision of 

transportation. 

Nicole is also a resource to other residents in the form of supervision for the 

children. 

 

I help the neighbors keep track of their kids.  When you have 

nothing better to do like work then you tend to get to know your 

neighborhood more and what your kids are experiencing every 

day.  In the neighborhood I am another community member that a 

lot of the kids and parents come to, because I have useful resources 

and I am connected to a lot. 

 

Nicole expressed a general connection to both parents and children in Salishan.  

Baha is also a resource in the form of childcare, supervision, and providing activities to 

children, yet says she only interacts with other children, not their parents. 

 

There is just not a lot of fun things here. Look at that empty field! I 

have a slip n’ slide for my kids. On Saturday it will be out, so all 

the kids will be here. I also have a little stand-up pool for my kids, 

but because the yards here have no fences all of the kids in 

Salishan will be here. It is cool, I mean I wish it could be just for 

my kids but I know the other kids here really need something. It is 
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just hard that I am put in the position to be responsible for all these 

kids. 

 

Participants who expressed a wide social network also have a strong grasp on the 

stigma of Salishan as a poor neighborhood with poor residents in the poor region of East 

Tacoma where Salishan is located. 

In discussions with residents and participants, some expressed a need for trust and 

relationship-building between residents within Salishan before building relationships with 

outsiders can occur. 

 

I think as long as you put all the resources in place and be sure 

they are not just giving stuff away for free. I mean this whole 

neighborhood of Eastside Tacoma has more churches per capita 

than businesses. And they give handouts to do their Christian good 

deeds, but it turns into “beans rice and Jesus Christ,” when 

empowerment and building relationships is not there.  

Empowerment and building relationships is so dirty, it is so 

risky… 

 

We have a lot of politicians that want in to this community SO 

BAD because the voters would be great, but they are not willing to 

come in here and do what it takes to build trust and build 

relationships and the slow, tedious process that it takes.  (Becca) 
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Trust is something these residents need, and something needed between residents 

and the Housing Authority (Desmond and Valdez 2012).  Unfortunately, there are 

barriers to building trust in the community.  

 

When one does get a job and the other does not it is easy to blame. 

Instead of taking personal responsibility and doing the work to get 

a job, they just say things like ‘oh well she did not deserve that’.  It 

is just a defense thing.  If you are in a position where you do not 

feel safe or good enough you build a tough shell that keeps you 

safe and keeps you feeling like you are good enough – sadly at the 

expense of other people sometimes…there is a lot of resentment 

and it is a barrier to building the community.  You know, we 

cannot focus, we just have to love those people regardless and not 

try to get caught up in all of that. (Becca) 

 

People get jealous or they feel like that person does not deserve that.  

(Lindsay) 

 

Jealousy and resentment appear when one low-income resident advances, whether 

in work, financial status, or education.  This is an issue that cannot be ignored and must be 

factored into the program’s design. 

 

If this neighborhood is really designed to have more interaction 

between homeowners and renters to build a stronger community, it 

did not happen that way.  Housing is driving the wedge.  They 
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have separate meetings for homeowners and renters.  If they 

wanted a close-knit community then they would have the meetings 

together.  And they have made it plain so many times that the 

homeowners are more important than the renters.  Housing is 

perpetuating the problem.  Housing does not help facilitate a close-

knit community … There is no integration.  There never was!  

(Nicole). 

 

While the goal of Salishan is to help individuals find gains in upward mobility, 

the Housing Authority must facilitate relationship-building among residents.  Upward 

mobility is difficult to attain and can be detrimental to the social cohesion of the housing 

program.  While past studies have found that social networks and kinship are fostered in 

low-income populations (Gans 1967; Liebow 2003; Stack 1983), those connections can 

deteriorate as one resident makes gains in their SES while others remain unemployed.  

Research on segregated neighborhoods of low SES discuss race, culture, or financial 

differences between residents as explanations for little social cohesion (Schill 1993; 

Wilson 1994).  Race has been named a factor for poor social capital in other literature, 

yet did not come up as a major issue for participants in this study because it was not 

directly asked of them.  Lindsay, however, did express her observation of some tension 

between Native American residents who receive monetary benefits from their tribes, 

which will be discussed more in-depth in the next section.  Culture did not come up often, 

but has been recognized as a factor in social cohesion.  Examples of such recognition 

come up in Becca’s discussion of the Volleyball Park, and of immigrant residents from 
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Asian countries who have a more positive outlook on the housing program, according to 

Becca. 

Those most optimistic about their struggle to gain upward mobility have had the 

greatest work opportunities and experiences of upward mobility. 

 

I think the homeowners, because they are invested in this 

community, are really going to change the drugs and gang activity 

reputation.  Those problems have cleaned up quite a bit.  But any 

community where you are going to have a whole bunch of people 

together, I do not care if it is even a gated community, you are 

going to run into nonsense.  (Becca) 

 

Housing does try to promote and do events like Field Day and 

National Night Out.  They try to bring the neighborhood together.  

It is actually a lot better now compared to a couple years ago.  

(Lindsay) 

 

Because we are not all that comfortable here we are striving for 

better.  Even if it is just wanting to get out of this neighborhood, 

there is something inside people here that they want things and that 

can grow into great things. (Becca) 

 

Becca’s statement reveals a shared identity of disadvantage for residents of 

Salishan, which is an optimistic attitude.  However, there are still many aspects of social 

dysfunction present as seen in the conflicts discussed above that bring out jealousy, 
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resentment, and classism.  One explanation for this dysfunction may be that the 

neighborhood is more economically integrated rather than segregated, thus the wider 

issue of income inequality is all the more present within the small neighborhood of 

Salishan (Wilkinson and Pickett 2009).  The design of mixed-income neighborhoods is 

done with good intention, but the way a mixed income situation happens in practice may 

actually magnify status competition between neighbors.  These myriad of consequences 

must be considered when designing a program that is meant to enhance the formation of 

social networks across socioeconomic classes. 

Upward Mobility 

Throughout this chapter residents’ good and bad experiences have been 

explained.  This theme focuses on how each of those experiences are related to issues that 

relate to one’s upward mobility.  Sometimes, whether or not a resident has made gains in 

upward mobility, they will move out as soon as possible.  Unfortunately most do not feel 

prepared for the cost of living in the outside world of non-subsidized housing.   

 

I think that people feel like they are “doin’ time” here. I hear 

people say they cannot wait to get out of here, that they would 

never raise their kids here because it is really horrible, but it is 

really not. You know out of probably 20 times that I have known 

girls that have left, I would say well over half regret moving out. 

They jumped the ship man and the grass is not greener on the other 

side, and now they are paying market-rate rent when they cannot 

afford to! So they are not prepared… (Becca) 
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I see it as this: some people feel torn, some people feel that if they 

got a good job they would go someplace else, but then if they live 

somewhere else they will have to pay more in rent and everything 

else. In the end they will probably just stay here because it is easier 

to make payments. I do not know the limitations of how much you 

can make before you are over, or what it would be, or how they 

would decide that. And once you move out it is not just rent that 

goes up, everything is more expensive. It is a lot! A car, 

transit…especially if you do not have a lot of bills now and then 

you move out there are just tons more bills. Maybe a mortgage.  

There is just more bills.  I think a lot of them feel obligated to stay 

here because you can get kind of trapped.  (Breanna) 

 

Breanna’s comments are interpreted to mean that cost of living outside of the 

development is much higher because individuals must not only pay market-rate prices for 

their homes, but the cost of utilities, transportation, food, and so on will feel more 

expensive because of the increased cost of rent.  Taking on the full expenses of living 

independently is a major change from being a recipient of THA housing.  Just like 

findings in the other themes of this study, those who are employed tend to be connected 

to the most resources and social networks, thus are experiencing more gains in upward 

mobility.  This study finds that work is the key component to making gains in upward 

mobility.  This is not a new conclusion and may seem simple enough, but there are 

several factors that must be taken into account for low-income individuals to gain access 
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to employment.  They need to feel motivated to seek out work, which does not always 

happen when residents are “caught up in the drama” (Lindsay) of a stressful, low-income 

life (Latin and Curry 2003). 

Beyond the struggle of gaining employment is the fact that employment alone is 

not enough to get out of poverty (Page 2014).  One must also have a network of support 

and/or resources that provide connections to work, childcare, transportation, and basic 

resources (Gruber and Shelton 1987; Wilson 1994; Roy, Tubbs, and Burton 2005).  In 

observing participants’ lives and hearing their interviews, it can be understood that 

accessing basic necessities such as food, transportation, home maintenance, or childcare 

can all be difficult to come by due to high levels of stress in residents’ lives (Latkin and 

Curry 2003; Evans and Schamberg 2009; Shah, Mullainathan, and Shafir 2012). 

Most participants (five) work or worked in Salishan, but at least two have worked 

elsewhere while living in Salishan.  Lindsay was working full-time at a fast food 

restaurant and had a routine, but then had some medical issues with her son that forced 

her to leave this job due to time constraints.  Lindsay also had another outside job lined 

up but then got into a major car accident that took this opportunity away.  Now Lindsay 

works as a Health Advocate in Salishan.  From Lindsay’s experiences one can gather that 

low-income residents can, of course, find employment, but if any life events come up or 

even semi-serious medical issues, the job is compromised (Rank 2005).  Salishan 

residents require flexibility and a certain level of seamless access of resources and 

employment in order to maintain a regular job (Roy, Tubbs, and Burton 2005; Popkin, 

Levy, and Burton 2009).  Those participants who have experienced more success in 

gaining upward mobility are employed within Salishan (Becca, Katie, Lindsay), but since 
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most participants were employed there it is unclear whether work in Salishan is the best 

solution to program.  Many of the setbacks experienced by participants are based around 

limited access, flexibility, and sheer utility that the resources in Salishan are lacking.  

Examples of inconvenient resources include WorkSource, Wayne’s Grocery store, and 

the Housing Authority office on-site.  Complaints relate to inconvenient hours, frustration 

dealing with administrators, difficulty with paperwork, and simply no use for the 

resources offered.  In addition, the consistent complaint among participants was THA 

providing little to no information of what resources are available; although those 

participants employed by THA did have more knowledge of opportunities nearby. 

Some setbacks are not only inconvenience, but negative response from neighbors.  

Becca is one study participant who is employed full-time but has experienced resentment 

from her peers. 

 

I work as a community health advocate and have received 

pushback from the community.  When I got this job and was hired 

and got an office I had quite a few neighbors that felt like I was too 

big, too good, or something but I have not changed.  We are all 

trying to get jobs.  But when one does and the other does not it is 

easy to blame instead of taking personal responsibility and doing 

the work to get a job.  They just say things like ‘oh well she did not 

deserve that. 

 

Participants who did experience any recent or current financial gains did feel a 

breakdown in their connection to other low-income residents, as described above by 
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Becca and Lindsay.  However, one’s socioeconomic class before coming to Salishan does 

not factor into breakdowns in social cohesion; many who came from middle-class and hit 

hard times experience no ostracism from other low-income residents for their “mistakes.”  

Most residents who are not experiencing any financial gains and/or came from a low-

income background before their placement in Salishan have a shared disadvantage and a 

shared identity of being poor (Ginsberg 1985; Gillespie 2010). 

Lindsay also offered some insight into feelings of jealousy and resentment among 

residents: 

 

People get jealous or they feel like that person does not’ deserve 

that… and maybe in some sense that person really does because 

some people are more blessed than others.  Like Native Americans, 

the Puyallup Tribe people they get a per capita every month and 

they do not have to work for that.  You have people who make 

$1000 per month and had to go to college and bust their butt and 

get degrees and all this, and then you have Native Americans who 

just get money every month because they are Native Americans.  It 

is different situations. 

 

The views expressed by Lindsay show there are some racial and ethnic 

differentiations that also play into socioeconomic tensions at work for low-income 

residents of Salishan.  As discussed in the literature review of this thesis, racism has been 

a topic of concern and critique in both housing and poverty politics.  The geography of 

where the poor live in America shows that low-income neighborhoods are often more 
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populated by poor urban blacks (Adams 1984; Wilson 1997; Sharkey 2013).  Salishan 

has worked to combat these racially-based outcomes with evenly-proportioned 

population numbers of white and African American residents.  It is not fully known 

whether blacks experience any racism in Salishan because it was not directly asked of 

participants.  Racialized tensions toward Native Americans and other groups appear to 

exist, as evident in Lindsay’s discussion above.  Not only is social cohesion affected by 

these tensions, but also feelings of injustices in the system of Salishan and the wider 

economic system.  While one feels he or she is working hard to achieve what they are 

told is the “right way” to gain upward mobility, they see others getting what they believe 

are “handouts” for being of a certain race or socioeconomic class.  Conversely, it is 

possible that recipients of these benefits may feel undermined or less-empowered by 

these “handouts” and may feel an identity is placed upon them with which they do not 

assimilate (Joseph and Chaskin 2010b).  This negative response becomes part of a 

negative cycle that chips away at the building of social networks, which then reduces 

everyone’s chance of experiencing the full benefits of the program (Joseph 2006). 

A prominent topic regarding upward mobility is the financial background, or 

financial history of low-income residents.  The participants of this study came from both 

working-class and low-income households before they were placed into Salishan.  

Literature often find that those who grew up in homes with higher SES have greater 

access to their own material resources, while those who grew up in lower status have less 

access (Adams 1984; Smith 2002).  This is true in the case of the participants in this 

study.  Nicole was raised in a working-class home then found financial trouble several 

years after she had gotten married.  Lindsay talked about her childhood living in a very 
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poor part of Washington State and then having a partner who came from the projects of 

Chicago.  Nicole and Lindsay each have children that are being raised in Salishan, and 

giving their children opportunities to rise out of the low-income class is a major 

motivator for her to find success with the program.  Katie was raised in Salishan but she 

has since moved out of her parents’ home and rents a room in one of the homeowner 

houses in Salishan, which is hopefully just the beginning of a break in her family’s cycle 

of poverty.  Each of these residents’ background contributes to how and why they 

experience the program in successful ways, and engaging participants in the mental map 

interview is essential to understanding these experiences. 

At least three participants have lived in Salishan for more than fifteen years, 

which can be an indicator of either success or failure of the program.  Residents Lindsay 

and Becca have been in Salishan close to twenty years and both have been making strides 

in employment and achieving goals of cleaning up their credit.  Although it has taken 

quite some time, perhaps the long stay has provided them more knowledge of nearby 

resources and programs that can help improve their financial situation.  However, Nicole 

has been a resident for twenty-five years and has not experienced any improvement in her 

financial status.  A major reason is her disability, which unfortunately leaves her 

physically immobile yet she has run into complications with actually qualifying for State 

disability support.  However, the Housing Authority has not specifically stated that 

upward mobility is a direct goal of the program.  It appears that, if upward mobility is a 

goal, it would be a more long-term goal to be built over generations.  At the moment 

Salishan is a housing project that provides housing to those with immediate need. 
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In the midst of different financial backgrounds and varying degrees of economic 

mobility gained in Salishan, there is still a shared perception among study participants 

that the program is not working, at least not fast enough.  I argue that this is the 

conclusion of resident participants because they thought the goal of the program was to 

get people out of poverty.  The goals of the program are aimed at housing people and 

helping them survive, but in terms of making gains in upward mobility, those designs of 

this mixed-income housing project are questionable.  The lack of connection to services 

is a flaw in the design of this housing development (Brisson 2015), which is contributing 

to participants perceiving the program as a failure because they are not getting out of 

poverty.  Based on participant responses and field observation it appears that residents 

understand the mixed-income design of Salishan as a way to build wider social networks 

and work their way off of public housing assistance.  The different experiences of just the 

six resident participants alone could lead to confusion in what parts of the program need 

to be re-designed in order to get people out of poverty.  Another flaw in the Salishan 

program design is lack of social connectedness and a lack of policies or programs that 

facilitate mixing between residents of different SES.  More social connectedness between 

socioeconomic classes can lead to employment opportunities, which are key to gaining 

upward mobility (Shalala 1994; Wilson 1997; Wang and Minor 2002; Rank 2005; Sugrue 

2005) and is substantiated in participant interviews.  Employment onsite could be a very 

positive aspect of Salishan’s design, however, the resident participants of this study who 

are employed onsite are a disproportionate representation of most other low-income 

residents’ employment status. 
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Evidence from fieldwork in this study shows that while low-income residents may 

express a want for employment, finding and keeping a job that pays well and 

accommodates their schedule is quite difficult.  The participants who are satisfied with 

their employment status are all employed part-time as Health Advocates through the 

housing authority.  Employment onsite could be a very positive aspect of housing 

developments, especially because it is a major factor for social connectedness.  Salishan 

exemplifies a well-working sample of this feature, although this sample of participants is 

disproportionate.  Yet there is no one-size-fits-all recipe for getting all residents 

employed.  Each participant has a very different home life, educational background, and 

financial history.  One participant cannot work due to physical disability, another can 

only work part-time because she is a single mother, another single mother has childcare 

so can work full time.  Each case is variable which makes it slightly more time-

consuming to find the right kind of work for each resident.  What is needed is not just 

jobs, but resourceful employment office staff and housing administrators that can take the 

time to build relationships with residents, build trust, and have compassion to their 

situation (Levy and Kaye 2004, Theodos et al. 2012).  This will help empower residents, 

motivate them to work, and build trust between residents and the Housing Authority.  

Program Experience 

The experiences documented in this chapter thus far have highlighted successes, 

failures, and good and bad experiences residents have had in Salishan.  This theme breaks 

down the details of how the program is navigated by residents, how the program is 

actually working for them and their perception of the housing authority and Salishan 

housing project.  Of course, each individual’s experiences are more detailed than just 
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“good” or “bad”; some aspects of the program work for them and others do not, for a 

myriad of reasons.  The statements given in the mental map interview give insights into 

why some parts of the program are and are not working, and give specific reasons as to 

why. 

In order to design resources for residents to use to move up and out of poverty, 

more must be done than just choosing a program and putting it in somewhere accessible.  

The term “access” goes beyond just physical distance and is different for each resident 

based on their time constraints, access to transportation, physical (dis)ability, 

psychological barriers and perception of distance and access to resources.  In a 2012 

study conducted by Theodos et al. (2012), residents of a low-income housing project 

were examined on a case-by-case basis and each were classified into different stages of 

upward mobility.  Their findings show that attention must be paid to the “compassionate 

details” of resident life: stress, depression, isolation, disability and health concern, 

childcare, mental health, difficulty with paperwork, and so on. 

 

I swear everyone working here is on some kind of power trip  …  

Renters are treated like they are second-class citizens.”  (Nicole) 

 

The housing office is not useful to me so I would not know there is 

information there.  You just show up, drop off rent, and then leave.  

You do not wanna deal with them beyond that.  The only other 

reason to go is when you get in trouble.  (Baha) 
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I think a lot of  us view the housing authority as THE authority that 

is gonna tell us what to do.  People are not utilizing the other 

resources.  So just because it is there and just because they send 

out notices about it, they need to be out in the community and 

building relationships with people so that they trust them and do 

not view them as the authority.  I feel like with the property 

manager that is their job is to maintain the property, so of course 

they are doing inspections and of course we feel like they are all up 

in our business.  (Becca) 

 

I think it is the communication between the residents and the 

housing  …  Sometimes I am not sure if they are here truly to help 

people move up in the program.  It depends on what it is.  You can 

see some [housing employees] are trying, others you cannot really 

tell.  (Katie) 

 

As the interview passages above suggest, participants of this study revealed 

feelings of distance that are physical, mental, and even emotional.  The location of a 

resource is a physical feeling of distance, but at times residents felt that some resources 

were far even when they were located in Salishan.  This mental perception of distance 

comes from feelings of immobility due to lack of access to transportation, as well as from 

one’s perception of their neighborhood’s boundaries which could act as constraints (Lee, 

Oropesa, and Kanan 1994; Coulton, Jennings and Chan 2013).  In a study of 

neighborhood boundaries, Coulton, Jennings, and Chan (2013) found differences in the 
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perceived boundaries from many residents of the same neighborhood.  Each of these 

different boundaries represented just how large or small their neighborhood was, which 

can act as both physical and psychological constraints (Lee, Oropesa, and Kanan 1994).   

Distance has also been created among renters when one individual makes more 

gains in upward mobility.  This is a form of both mental and emotional distance, another 

example of which is the distance residents feel from the Housing Authority (Fraser and 

Kick 2005).  Statements made by participants such as “they lack compassion” (Nicole) 

represent feelings of inferiority and emotional distance from the housing authority.  

Those participants who have advanced the most in utilizing resources and finding 

opportunities for gains in upward mobility exhibit motivation and determination, which 

takes time that not all low-income individuals can afford.  All participants expressed a 

need for compassion and empowerment from the Housing Authority. 

In addition, residents expressed a great deal of confusion in navigating the system 

and many facets of the housing program.  Even just finding resources nearby is difficult 

for most, which has been attributed to the Housing Authority not advertising or spreading 

the word on resources available.  This again can be linked to research done by Coulton, 

Jennings, and Chan (2013) in finding differing neighborhood boundary perceptions 

among residents. As residents feel differently about the size and space of their 

neighborhood, their differing perceptions of their living space can also be attributed to 

them either “embracing or disavowing” parts of the space around them (Gotham and 

Brumly 2002).  Once resources are found they require paperwork that cannot always be 

filled out for one reason or another: documents needed, English as a second language, 

time commitments, and so forth.  The resources available also do not always work out for 
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them.  They either are benefits that are not needed, they take too much time, or they 

simply fail.  These failures and difficulties contribute to the general perception of the 

Housing Authority’s attitude toward residents and the program. 

To understand the program experience one cannot ultimately say “good” or “bad,” 

“success” or “failure.”  The feelings are deep-rooted, detailed, and vary greatly from 

person to person, program to program.  This thesis works to get at those detailed 

understandings through the mental map interview.  Results demonstrate that working 

with individuals and understanding their specific situation is necessary.  These 

complaints about Salishan are very compelling critiques that show how the location of 

resources and problems with the Housing Authority are the least successful components 

to the development’s design, according to study participants.  Some may argue that 

working with residents on an individual basis is asking too much in terms of 

administrative work, especially for a population that may not be deserving of such 

attention (Garin, Molyneux, and DiVall 2003; Soss, Fording., and Schram 2011; Katz 

2013).  But as Becca said, she feels that the simple fact is that some of these residents are 

second or third generation poverty who are used to the ‘victim’ or ‘handout’ mentality.  

Evidence for generational poverty was found in interviews with Lindsay, Becca, and 

Paula, who each discussed living in housing projects in their youth, as well as Katie who 

grew up in Salishan and now lives there as a young adult.  The fact that Becca, who has 

experienced the most gains in upward mobility, is expressing this point of view that she 

feels other residents have, despite her own gains in upward mobility, shows that there is 

much more work to be done if Salishan were intended to be a mode of upward mobility.  

Again, this is not a stated goal of the program;  Salishan as a housing project is likely 
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more about providing housing as a way of survival for the poor, and building long-term 

mobility by ensuring that the next generation does better.  This research finds that such 

special attention is needed if we are to break the cycle of poverty with the low-income 

population in Salishan, a frequent finding in other studies of public housing projects (see 

Levy and Kaye 2004; Popkin, Levy, and Burton 2009; Theodos et al. 2012). 

Feeling “Empowered” or “Downtrodden” 

The final major theme analyzed in the Mental Map Interview data revolves 

around the issue of Salishan residents feeling either empowered or discouraged by their 

circumstance of being low-income and/or living in a housing project.  Exploring this 

dichotomy is helpful to studying Salishan’s design because those who experience success 

in the program attribute much of this to their level of self-motivation.  Through studying 

the previous themes we see that residents cannot easily say their experience and 

impression of Salishan is “good” or “bad,” but the Mental Map Interview is a method that 

enables residents and researchers to discuss detailed experience and gain understandings 

of Salishan.  Within each interview residents outlined which parts of the program worked 

for them, which parts did not, and their own insights as to why these outcomes happened.  

As conversations got deeper, residents revealed many of their experiences within the 

housing project related more to their emotional attachment (Beneker et al. 2010; den 

Besten 2010; Gillespie 2010) to Salishan and the Housing Authority. 

 

When I first moved in like 44th here, nothing was built here.  Some 

housing has been built now…. I like it a lot now than I did a couple 

years ago because there was a lot going on, a lot of police around, 
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kids going stuff… It is actually a lot better now compared to a 

couple years ago. (Lindsay) 

 

Lindsay is one example of participants who grew more attached and comfortable 

with living in Salishan within a few years.  This study finds a range of emotions residents 

have that fall between feeling either empowered or feeling downtrodden.  This thesis uses 

the term ‘empowerment’ to describe the ideal results of targeting programs and services 

to low-income individuals, where they experience success in being served by these 

targeted programs, and in turn individuals are then motivated to seek these results again, 

either through the same programs or by their own doing.  Fraser and Kick have said that 

no targeted neighborhood programs can ever be successful without the targeted 

individuals feeling empowered (2005).  This is experienced in Salishan when a resident 

has a positive or negative experience with the Housing Authority in daily interaction(s).  

A positive interaction leaves one feeling empowered and as though their faith in the 

system is restored, although this could be briefly, and faith in themselves is strengthened 

(Wexler 2001). 

There is a distinct relationship between the self-motivation of an individual and 

their feelings of empowerment.  In Salishan, participants who felt the most empowered 

also claimed to have the drive to be self-motivating and successful. 

 

I was able to get where I am by talking to people through activities 

at school.  People would come to school to talk to us and then I 

would talk to them afterwards and get involved in other activities 

that were outside of school and outside of Salishan.  (Katie) 
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If you personally have that in you can find the things you need  …  

People need the motivation to really pursue the resources that are 

here.  I think it is a choice, I really do.  The resources are here!  It 

is how you go out and get them.  If they do not get up every 

morning and want to do it themselves, if they do not motivate 

themselves… (Lindsay) 

 

Clearly some residents have had better levels of success in the program when they 

are more motivated to do so.  Participants expressed feelings of depression, anxiety, and 

hopelessness living in the housing system which relates to being motivated, and feelings 

of depression, anxiety, and PTSD are very common among the poor (Weich and Lewis 

1998; Adler and Snibbe 2003; Latkin and Curry 2003).  The perception of one’s chances 

of success getting out of poverty may also be discouraging to low-income residents, 

especially if they come from families that were low-income.  It is unclear if participants’ 

feelings of motivation comes from being empowered, say by the Housing Authority, or if 

success from motivation leads to feeling empowered.  There appears to be a symbiotic 

relationship between the two, which is evident in the results gathered in this study. 

‘Downtrodden’ is a term used by study participant Nicole, and is used in this 

thesis to mean feeling discouraged, hopeless, and hopeless.  These terms are also used 

frequently in literatures that discuss the culture of poverty, cycle of poverty, and 

economic segregation.  Early literature on these topics used terms related to 

discouragement in a negative light, saying that disadvantaged individuals are not only 

there by their own doing, but they lack the motivation to pull themselves out of their low 
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SES (Moynihan 2003; see Katz 2013).  In this study findings show that those who 

experienced negative interaction with the Housing Authority are left with feelings of 

confusion, defeat, and discouragement. 

Residents express an overall feeling of defeat or strength when it comes to 

working with the Housing Authority, and the Mental Map Interview method reveals how 

this plays out in daily life (Gieseking 2013).  Each interaction with the Housing Authority 

is different, even with the same resident.  Each interaction can result in either defeat or 

empowerment, and all contribute to an assessment one makes of the Housing Program 

and, by extension, the Housing Authority (Wexler 2001).  Again at different times 

throughout each interview participants make both good and bad assessments of the 

Housing Authority and Salishan.  This is evidence of certain aspects of the program 

working well for some and not others, and certain programs working for residents based 

on their circumstances (i.e., home responsibilities, work, and financial history). 

This dichotomy of positive and negative experiences can be a sign that Salishan’s 

design is making good progress, or that residents feel there is less cohesion in the 

Housing Project across the various programs and resources in Salishan.  When a resident 

has one good experience and then a bad one this could lead to one feeling confused and a 

perception that Salishan and the Housing Authority are fragmented in design. 

Summary of Findings 

This chapter has covered the data yielded in this research and coded findings into 

five themes: resources identified, social network and identity, upward mobility, program 

experience(s), and feelings of being discouraged and/or empowered as a low-income 

resident.  Utilizing mental maps, GIS, participant observation, and interviews, the details 
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shared by each resident tell stories that can help evaluate the effects of the housing 

project on low-income residents that are targeted through program design.  Five of the six 

participants drew mental maps that were more utilized as a tool for discussion rather than 

geographical accuracy (Gieseking 2013).  A supplemental GIS analysis revealed physical 

geography in concrete form, while the mental maps revealed more abstract geographic 

knowledge, experiences, and emotional attachment to place. 

Of the resources identified by participants it was found that residents need more 

information on what resources are available in and around the neighborhood.  The 

differing knowledge between participants of what resources are nearby relate to each 

resident’s financial background, housing history, work history, and more.  A common 

frustration for residents is finding and using resources, and stress dealing with impatient 

administrative staff.  The social network and identity theme of this research found that 

residents need more trust between each other (both low-income and homeowner 

residents), and that the places identified by each resident are of importance to one’s social 

construct of their identity (Lee, Oropesa, and Kanan 1994).  The theme of upward 

mobility was in line with those findings of the “resources identified” topic; that different 

financial backgrounds of each resident lead to corresponding degrees of mobility gained 

and frustration dealing with administrative staff of the Housing Authority.  These results 

find that the program (Salishan) is not working, at least not fast enough, based on what 

participants think the goal of the program is. 

The data interpreted in the “program experience” theme finds that the idea of 

“access” to resources goes beyond just physical distance and relates to a residents 

physical, mental, and emotional state, as well as stress surrounding time constraints, 
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transportation, (dis)ability, physical barriers, and perception of distance.  To put it 

simply, placing a public service office within the housing project is not going to solve the 

problem of residents feeling they cannot find or use that resource.  Finally, the theme of 

feeling discouraged or empowered found that the status for a resident that is labeled 

“low-income” and/or a “housing project resident” is a tentative existence of feeling 

empowered one day and powerless the next (Wexler 2001; Squires and Kubrin 2005).  

The data yielded by this research are useful because they can be coded into distinct 

themes that aide in evaluating specific aspects of Salishan. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has argued that the theorized benefits of mixed-income housing are 

questionable, based on the experience of participants of this study.  Participants of this 

study who are experiencing any gains in mobility are doing so at a much lower and 

slower pace than residents are hoping for.  This thesis has worked to examine multiple 

facets of the mixed-income housing project design, as well as to argue for the use of the 

mental map method.  Through fieldwork and participant observation conducted over six 

weeks along with other qualitative participatory research methods, data were collected 

and analyzed for access to resources and coded into key themes of importance to housing 

project residents.  Analysis of each theme found that aspects of the housing project 

design that target low-income residents are not working as well as the program intended. 

In addition to an evaluation of aspects of the housing project’s design, this thesis 

has also argued for qualitative research methods to be used in empirical studies of 

housing and public policy because those methods can capture narratives of housing 

recipients that help to evaluate specific elements of a program like Salishan, and housing 

policy design in general.  Mental map methods have often been employed in studies of 

geography and place, and this study uses place as a discussion tool to examine deeper 

topics of importance to residents of Salishan.  Topics that came up as important to 

residents were safety, transportation, information, and inability to use resources provided 
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by THA.  What is found in this type of research are nuanced experiences that cannot be 

obtained in other methods, and can help policy-makers evaluate past housing projects and 

better understand the effects for future housing project designs.   

For participants of this project, this research offers an organized, cohesive set of 

information that is readable; a document that provides THA administration staff with 

visible, tangible explanations of how residents are experiencing Salishan.  Once this 

study is published as a thesis, this research can be accessed and lead to further research 

by scholars in the fields of housing policy, economics, urban geography, and other fields 

of importance to the professionals who have contributed to the design and development 

of Salishan. 

This research has demonstrated the value of data yielded from qualitative research 

methods and participatory mapping.  The qualitative methods employed in this study 

reveal how shifts in upward mobility are experienced by residents who are moved into 

integrated housing, and how new access to resources is perceived, understood, and 

experienced.  While this research asserts the value of the mental map method, this 

method cannot be solely relied on; interviews, and participant observation were 

additional methods that aided in analysis.  In some cases the mental maps drawn 

identified certain resources, but follow-up interviews revealed that some resources were 

not drawn although the participant knew about them.  In other cases some locations came 

up in interviews that were omitted from the map, and only discussion revealed why these 

locations were omitted.  Thus, a conclusion of this study is that a mental map alone 

cannot identify how one sees his or her neighborhood, nor can an interview alone, but 
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together these methods can get at deep-rooted issues and experiences, in this case of 

Salishan residents. 

An important finding of this research is in regard to finding access to resources.  

Specific resident needs identified in this study are a community center, a library, and a 

grocery store.  The data yielded in this study also find that some resources available on-

site and nearby are not meeting the needs of residents, specifically the Tacoma Housing 

Authority office, the homeowners association office, and the WorkSource office.  

Residents appear eager to seek and utilize resources when possible, yet they have 

expressed difficulty in successfully doing so.  Literature has looked to a myriad of 

reasons to explain this, namely a lack of motivation to gain upward mobility.  However 

participants of this study identify simple structural reasons for a lack of resource access: 

for example, a lack of advertisement or information circulated to residents about what 

resources are available.  Residents expressed a great deal of confusion in navigating the 

system and many facets of the housing program.  Even just finding resources nearby is 

difficult for most, which has been attributed to the problematic location of resources and 

transportation.  If Salishan intends to design ways for residents to move up and out of 

poverty more must be done than just choosing a location for housing and a location for a 

useful resource.  The term “access” goes beyond physical distance and is different for 

each resident based on their time constraints, access to transportation, physical 

(dis)ability, psychological barriers and perception of distance and access to resources.  

The location of a resource is a physical feeling of distance, but at times residents felt that 

some resources were far even when they were located in Salishan.  This mental 

perception of distance comes from feelings of depression, anxiety, hopelessness, and 
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immobility due to lack of access to transportation, as well as from one’s perception of his 

or her neighborhood’s boundaries which could act as constraints. 

Concerns about the Housing Authority not advertising or spreading the word on 

resources available is also a problem for participants, although this appears to be more an 

issue of trust.  This view of the Housing Authority not providing information to residents 

contributes to a general feeling of disappointment and distrust in THA.  Residents and 

participants expressed a need for trust and relationship-building within Salishan.  

Feelings of injustices in the system of Salishan and the wider economic system also came 

up in this research.  Residents expressed a feeling of distance between themselves and the 

Housing Authority.  Statements made in interviews, such as “they lack compassion” 

(Nicole) represent feelings of inferiority as a resident interacting with THA 

administration staff, and an emotional distance from the authority.  A need for 

empowerment is needed by residents from the Housing Authority, as well as feelings of 

compassion from the administration. 

The different experiences of just the six participants of this study can lead to 

confusion as to which features of the program need to be re-designed.  The findings of 

this thesis research do show that THA and other mixed-income housing projects need to 

focus more effort on delivering a suite of services and resources to low-income residents 

in order to successfully help residents get out of poverty (Brisson 2015).  Services are 

needed despite the claims of mixed income developments enhancing social capital 

between individuals in different SES, leading to more resources via support from 

neighbors, and connections to employment opportunities.  The problem is that placing 
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services and mixed-income people close to each other does not lead to one simply getting 

out of poverty (Briggs 1997; Joseph, Chaskin, and Webber 2012). 

As a mixed-income development that might provide upward mobility, Salishan is 

facing a problem of very little social interaction or social capital being built between 

populations of different SES.  THA can address this issue by implementing programs that 

are better-focused at successfully mixing homeowners and residents.  Currently THA 

does attempt to do so by holding Homeowners Association Meetings, and holding 

various events for the neighborhood throughout the year, but these events are not leading 

to much social mixing, according to study participants.  Suggestions in the literature for 

getting mixed-income residents to interact more range from community-building 

activities and finding ways to identify more homogeneity between the socioeconomic 

groups, such as race/ethnicity, gender, language (Kleit 2005), or shared goals and 

common interests between homeowners and renters (Joseph, Chaskin, and Webber 2007).  

Some research that evaluates the level of social interaction between mixed-income 

residents have found little to no success (Joseph, Chaskin, and Webber 2007), although 

Rosenbaum, Stroh, and Flynn did find that mixed-income residents of a housing project 

in Chicago who did interact had lived there for decades (1998).  This opportunity does 

not yet exist in Salishan because the neighborhood was redeveloped less than twenty 

years ago. 

Answering the question of whether integration between low-income individuals 

with those of higher socioeconomic class is happening remains yet to be fully answered.  

Integration is technically happening on a physical level, as in the homes of those in 

poverty are in the same neighborhood as those in middle- and higher-income.  But daily 
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interaction between homeowners and renters is only happening in a few rare 

circumstances, not on a regular basis.  This finding agrees with one hypothesis of this 

study: that mixed-income housing does not guarantee social interaction between classes, 

and in order for such interaction to take place it must be facilitated through design, 

policy, or program.  The intended result of socioeconomic classes mixing in a housing 

project is good in theory, but requires more time to be spent finding a solution, more than 

just placing residents in homes next to each other.  In terms of providing housing to low-

income individuals with an immediate need, Salishan is successful.  But if Salishan 

intends to mix classes more to yield more success for poor individuals in upward 

mobility, this thesis suggests that THA focus their efforts on planning meetings and 

events that truly work to bring together homeowners and renters.  This means putting 

together events that will attract both groups, so focusing on events for children or 

families are not ideal. 

For the issue of finding employment for low-income residents, what is needed is 

not just jobs, but resourceful employment office staff and housing administrators who can 

take the time to build relationships with residents, build trust, and have compassion for 

their situation.  Each case is variable which makes it more time-consuming to find the 

right kind of work for each resident.  I suggest that THA find ways to get community 

residents more engaged in community building (Joseph, and Chaskin 2010a), which 

includes planning events, attending community meetings for Salishan or the City of 

Tacoma, and planning events that are marketed toward renters and homeowners who do 

not have children.  The goal is to get homeowners and renters interacting more, and 

participants in this study have said that homeowners do not usually have children so any 
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activities/events for families do yield successful social networking results in Salishan. I 

also suggest more training for THA employees to focus their efforts on compassion, 

collaboration, and greater community engagement. 

The content obtained from the Mental Map Interview is much more substantial 

than other data available.  The mental map allows low-income housing project residents 

to express their experience of a place as well as their experience with poverty and 

housing policy.  However, all respondents of this study felt uncomfortable drawing their 

mental maps.  This appears to be a result of my approach to the subject of mapping; most 

residents felt their map would be inaccurate and they likely did not want to participate in 

a situation where their skills would be perceived as inadequate.  During the mental 

mapping exercise I reminded participants that accuracy is not the goal of this project, the 

map is simply a drawing to show me whatever they feel is important to them.  I 

recommend for further mental map studies that researchers be trained at handling these 

scenarios.  These kinds of data are currently not understood or used by policy-makers, 

thus it is hoped that the Mental Map Interview method will be utilized in the future to 

design and evaluate housing policy.  This project has yielded results that call into 

question several design features of mixed-income housing in Salishan.  Tacoma’s 

program is progressive and does well to integrate and mix low-income housing recipients 

with the rest of society, and making affordable housing available to low-income 

individuals can relieve some stress off their lives.  Yet residents appear to expect gains in 

their upward mobility, and if Salishan wishes to pursue this result further, several 

structural issues remain. 
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The need for goods and services nearby is still unmet, and there is little access to 

reliable transportation and employment opportunities.  The GIS analyses done in this 

research highlight the limited accessibility to these resources, and work to counter the 

claims made by policy-makers of Salishan of having enhanced access to resources that 

build upward mobility.  This research finds that the mixed-income housing project model 

as a way of deconcentrating poverty is incomplete and requires further scrutiny.  Access 

to resources nearby must consider constraints in transportation, employability, and the 

lifestyle of low-income residents.  Quite simply, while residents do have shelter provided 

to them, they are still experiencing a lack of access to resources.    
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Hello, my name is Natasha Boyde, but you can call me Natasha. I am a graduate student 

from the Department of Geography at California State University, Long Beach in 

California.  I would like to invite you to participate in my research study that focuses on 

the current unequal access to resources here in Salishan, Tacoma.  

 

Have you lived in Salishan for at least 3 months and are you 18 years old?  

 

(If answered No) Are your parents here and can I talk to them please?  If your parents aren’t 

here, can I come back at another time? 

 

(If answered Yes, continue with the next question) 

 

Would you like to participate in this study? 

 

Your participation is voluntary.  

(If answer was no) Thank you so much for your time, have a nice day.  

(If yes) If you would like to participate in this research study, please read and sign the 

consent form before I provide you with the different research elements.  You will receive 

a copy of this consent form, which includes details about the research as well as my contact 

information. You may keep this consent form for your records.  

 

As a participant, you will be asked to draw a map of Salishan that will take 10-15 minutes 

of your time.  Following the mental map, I will also ask you to some questions in an 

interview that will take up to 1 hour.  The questions in the interview are focused on 

understanding your perception of Salishan as you drew it on the mental map, and gathering 

information on your experience of access to new resources you have living in Salishan. 

You will have the option to have your interview audiotaped. 

 

Do you have any questions now? If you have questions later, please contact me at the 

number or email address included in your copy of the consent form.    

 

Thank You.  

 

 

Natasha Boyde 
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Thank you very much for consenting to draw me some pictures of Salishan.  This activity 

shouldn’t take very long.  I have provided colored markers, pencils, crayons, and some 

blank paper for you to draw on.  Please follow these directions: 

 

Please draw me a picture of Salishan 

 

Draw a map for someone who has never been to Salishan before.  

 

Draw this for someone who is moving here.  Show them the important places and people 

they should know when they move here. 

 

Draw the places where you go to meetings or get important resources you need. 

 

Please also draw places that you think are empty and need something there. 

 

Draw where you like to hang out, whose house(s) you like to go to, where you play and 

spend a lot of time. 

 

Draw Salishan the way you see it. 

 

Draw anything else you want to include in your picture of Salishan 

 

Please also write your name and age on this picture. 

 

 

Thank You. 

 

 

Natasha Boyde 
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Thank you very much for drawing this map of Salishan. I would now like to interview you 

and ask some questions about what you drew, and your experiences living here in Salishan. 

This activity may take up to 1 hour.  Would you like to conduct this now? 

 

(If answers no):  Okay, no problem. Can we set up a later time when I can come back to 

interview you? 

 

(If answers yes):  Great! Thank you, let’s get started. 

 

You have already consented/not consented for me to audio-record this interview.  Are you 

still okay with me audio recording? This is voluntary, if you do not feel comfortable; I will 

not tape your responses and will instead take handwritten notes. In order to maintain the 

originality of the material and prevent biases, you will not be able to edit or review the 

tape. 

 

(If yes to all, questions like these will be asked of participant): 

 

Please tell me about what you drew here. 

 

What are the boundaries you used for Salishan? 

 

What are the important locations you included? 

 

Whose houses are drawn here? How do you know them? 

 

Is there anything you’d like to say about the empty spaces? 

 

Where are the most important places for getting important resources you need?  Like food, 

transportation, health care, program offices, or anything else you need. 

 

How do you feel about living in Salishan? Do you generally like living here?  

 

Do you think the programs in Salishan provide you with the resources you need to live a 

good life?  Please explain what those resources are. 

 

Do you feel like you have better access to good resources now that you live in Salishan? 

 

Are there any programs or services made available to you that are not convenient or easy 

to get to?  For example, that require a lot of time or only available during inconvenient 

times for you? 

 

What kind of resources do you need that are not available in Salishan?  Like what? 

 

Do you think the services and resources you can get here will help you move up and out of 

the housing program? 
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Is there anything else you would like to share, either about what you drew, or about access 

to resources here? 

 

Thank You. 

 

 

Natasha Boyde 
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